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a b s t r a c t 

As the target of the proposed Asteroid Impact & Deflection Assessment (AIDA) mission, the near-Earth 

binary asteroid 65803 Didymos represents a special class of binary asteroids, those whose primaries are 

at risk of rotational disruption. To gain a better understanding of these binary systems and to support 

the AIDA mission, this paper investigates the creep stability of the Didymos primary by representing 

it as a cohesionless self-gravitating granular aggregate subject to rotational acceleration. To achieve this 

goal, a soft-sphere discrete element model (SSDEM) capable of simulating granular systems in quasi-static 

states is implemented and a quasi-static spin-up procedure is carried out. We devise three critical spin 

limits for the simulated aggregates to indicate their critical states triggered by reshaping and surface 

shedding, internal structural deformation, and shear failure, respectively. The failure condition and mode, 

and shear strength of an aggregate can all be inferred from the three critical spin limits. The effects of 

arrangement and size distribution of constituent particles, bulk density, spin-up path, and interparticle 

friction are numerically explored. The results show that the shear strength of a spinning self-gravitating 

aggregate depends strongly on both its internal configuration and material parameters, while its failure 

mode and mechanism are mainly affected by its internal configuration. Additionally, this study provides 

some constraints on the possible physical properties of the Didymos primary based on observational data 

and proposes a plausible formation mechanism for this binary system. With a bulk density consistent 

with observational uncertainty and close to the maximum density allowed for the asteroid, the Didymos 

primary in certain configurations can remain geo-statically stable without requiring cohesion. 

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

A significant number of binary asteroid systems are observed

to have primaries with spin rates very close to the critical state

at which the equatorial material would become gravitationally un-

bound ( Pravec and Harris, 2007 ). In addition, the shapes of these

primaries are almost spheroidal and some appear to have an equa-

torial ridge based on radar observations (e.g., Ostro et al., 2006 ).

An explanation for these remarkable characteristics is provided

by the theory of YORP-induced rotational disruption of rubble-

pile asteroids ( Bottke et al., 20 02; Scheeres, 20 07; Pravec et al.,
∗ Corresponding author. 
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010; Walsh and Jacobson, 2015 ). The YORP effect can impart ro-

ational torque on small bodies due to absorption and reemission

f thermal radiation ( Rubincam, 20 0 0 ), which has been observed

o change the obliquity and spin rates of several asteroids (e.g.,

okrouhlický et al., 2003; Taylor et al., 2007; Kaasalainen et al.,

007 ). Driven by the YORP thermal effect, asteroids with the struc-

ure of cohesionless self-gravitational aggregates could be rotation-

lly accelerated to their critical spin limits and shed mass to form

econdaries. Using numerical simulations of the mass shedding

rocess and subsequent reaccumulation of debris in orbit around

he primary, Walsh et al. (2008) re-created many of the proper-

ies of the observed binary systems. By introducing cohesive forces

nto similar rubble-pile numerical models, Sánchez and Scheeres

2016) found spinning self-gravitating aggregates could be directly

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.04.027
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Table 1 

Didymos system basic properties. 

Primary diameter, D P 0.780 km ± 10% 

Secondary diameter, D S 0.163 ± 0.018 km 

Total system mass, M TOT (5.278 ± 0.04) × 10 11 kg 

Component bulk density, ρB 2100 kg/m 

3 ± 30% 

Primary rotation period, T 2.2600 ± 0.0001 h 

Table 2 

Basic properties of rubble-pile models with the nominal bulk density (see 

Section 2.3.2 for definitions of the six rubble-pile models). Here N is the num- 

ber of particles in the model. Particle radii in polydisperse models follow a 

differential power law of exponent –3 over the listed range. The PPC model 

has two densities listed, the first for the exterior shell and the second for the 

interior core. 

Rubble-pile Model N Particle radius (m) Grain density (g/cc) 

HCP 42,062 10 2.97 

RCP 36,523 10 3.42 

RCPC 37,081 10 3.37 

PP1 47,761 4–32 3.01 

PP2 95,637 4–16 3.20 

PPC 47,761 4–32 (2.80, 4.20) 
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1 Specifically, the creep stability of rubble-pile bodies defined in this study may 

be different from the structural stability of rubble-pile bodies subject to small per- 

turbations, as studied by, e.g., Holsapple (2004) and Sharma (2013) . We do not ex- 

plicitly investigate the effect of perturbations in this study. The connection between 

these two definitions of stability is left for future study. 
plit into two parts and form binary systems without gravitational

e-accumulation. 

Apart from the binary formation mechanism, another interest-

ng problem related to binary systems is the spin rates of the pri-

aries. How can some primaries stay at such high spin rates? Are

hese primaries still in the process of shedding mass? What are

he plausible internal structures and physical parameters of these

rimaries? Given that a rubble-pile structure is considered to be

n appropriate model for most small asteroids ( Richardson et al.,

002 ), investigating the critical spin limits of rubble-pile asteroids

an shed some light on these questions. An important motivation

f this work is to gain insight into the dependence of the spin lim-

ts of self-gravitating aggregates on several physical properties. 

Based on a comparison of the gravity and centrifugal force at

he equator of a spinning spherical body, Harris (1996) derived the

pin period limit for rubble-pile asteroids, e.g., 2.1 h for a body

ith a bulk density of ∼2.5 g/cc. Holsapple (2001) pointed out that

he critical spin rate is constrained by the shear strength of an as-

eroid, with lower strength resulting in a narrower region of per-

issible equilibrium spin states. Based on elastic-plastic contin-

um theory for solid materials, analytic expressions for the per-

issible spin rates as functions of the Mohr-Coulomb friction an-

le, φ, for ellipsoidal bodies are presented in the work of Holsapple

20 01, 20 04 ). Given the discrete nature of rubble-pile asteroids,

ichardson et al. (2005) used a Hard-Sphere Discrete Element

ethod (HSDEM) to numerically explore the shape and spin lim-

ts for ellipsoidal bodies, and found the results are consistent with

he theory of Holsapple (2001) . However, the rotational disruption

ass-loss behavior of rubble-pile models obtained in HSDEM sim-

lations ( Walsh et al., 2008, 2012 ) is different from the analytical

heory of Holsapple (2010) , which showed that rubble piles will

eshape to prevent mass loss. By using a Soft-Sphere Discrete El-

ment Method (SSDEM), Sánchez and Scheeres (2012) suggested

hat the difference in the two failure modes arises because HSDEM

annot appropriately take the physical friction between particles

nto consideration. By turning on particle-particle friction in SS-

EM, they obtained similar results to Holsapple (2010) . The finite

lement modeling by Hirabayashi and Scheeres (2015) also con-

rmed that a homogeneous spherical body should experience fail-

re in its central region at high spin rates, so landslides and mass

hedding are unlikely to happen. However, the surface-shedding

ailure behavior is possible for spherical bodies with heterogeneous

nternal structure ( Hirabayashi et al., 2015 ). In addition, for rubble-

ile bodies, the arrangement and size distribution of constituent

articles may also have impact on the spin limits and the fail-

re behaviors. Here, we explicitly explore the effect of the inter-

al configuration of rubble-pile bodies from a granular mechanics

erspective. Although the rotational failure modes are different for

ifferent models, the critical spin rate shows clear dependence on

he value of the material friction angle, φ, and the bulk density, ρB ,

f rubble piles in all of these studies, which are also investigated

n this work. 

Instead of using spherical or ellipsoidal bodies as substitutes for

steroids, we focus on a real object, the primary of near-Earth bi-

ary asteroid 65803 Didymos (1996 GT). Didymos is the target of

he proposed Asteroid Impact & Deflection Assessment (AIDA) mis-

ion (planned for fall 2022 encounter), which combines a kinetic

mpactor experiment ( Cheng et al., 2016 ) and an orbiter to charac-

erize the target and monitor the deflection results from the im-

act ( Michel et al., 2016 ). AIDA will be the first kinetic impactor

xperiment carried out at real asteroid scales, and will return fun-

amental information on the physical and dynamical properties of

 binary asteroid system and its mechanical response to an impact

vent. The spin period of the Didymos primary, ∼2.26 h, may be

lose to its spin limit, which is the most well-constrained infor-

ation about this asteroid system ( Table 1 ). The present work is
upporting the AIDA mission proposal by investigating the plausi-

le physical properties of the primary based on current knowledge.

In this study, assuming the primary has a cohesionless self-

ravitational rubble-pile structure, the effects of internal configu-

ation, bulk density, and material friction angle on the creep sta-

ility are investigated using a high-efficiency SSDEM code. We de-

ne the terminology of creep stability used in this study as the

bility of a rubble pile to hold its current shape at a given spin

tate without any creep deformation (the creep motion usually

appens in sheared granular systems and causes instability; see

ection 4.3 for details about creep behavior of granular materi-

ls). 1 Correspondingly, a rubble pile is called being geo-statically

table if no creep deformation occurs. Section 2 details the numer-

cal method and the simulation parameters. To link critical spin

imits with the failure criteria of granular materials, stress analy-

es of rubble-pile structures from a granular mechanics perspective

re necessary. The stress analysis method and three devised defi-

itions of critical spin limits are introduced in Section 3 . With the

oal of finding out possible physical properties for the Didymos

rimary that can allow it to keep its shape at the observed spin

ate, Section 4 presents our numerical efforts to explore the effects

hat can improve the creep stability of rubble piles, and Section

 summarizes the implications of these simulation results. 

Readers interested primarily in the results can skip most of

ection 2 , but should read Section 2.3.2 to learn about the six

ested rubble-pile configurations, summarized in Table 2 . The dis-

ussion of critical spin limits in Section 3 is quite technical; we

onsider the third spin limit, denoted by T c ,3 , to be the most rep-

esentative of rubble-pile structural failure, so it can be adopted

s the quantity to consider in the Section 4 results. Section

.1 presents each rubble-pile configuration in turn using a par-

llel structure, so it is possible to just skip to the configuration

f interest. Sections 4.2 –4.4 summarize the effects of bulk den-

ity, spin-up path (the rotational acceleration profile of the rubble

ile used in this study), and friction, respectively, and are largely

elf-contained. The discussion in Section 5 is recommended for all

eaders. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of transmitted forces and torques at a contact in a local Cartesian 

coordinate system, where ̂  e x and ˆ e y are in the contact plane and ˆ e z is in the normal 

direction according to the right-hand rule. The dashed circle on the contact plane 

denotes the contact area of particle i and j . 
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2. Methodology 

2.1. SSDEM implemented in pkdgrav 

In the present work, the Didymos primary is modeled as a self-

gravitational aggregate of smaller, indestructible, but compressible

spheres interacting with one another. Within a parallel N -body

gravity tree code framework, pkdgrav ( Richardson et al., 20 0 0;

Stadel, 2001 ), a soft-sphere discrete element method (SSDEM) is

used for computing particle contact forces ( Schwartz et al., 2012 ).

The force acting on each particle is given by 

F i = 

N ∑ 

j =1 , j � = i 
F (g) 

i j 
+ 

N C ∑ 

j=1 

F (c) 
i j 

, (1)

where N is the total number of particles, F 
(g) 
i j 

and F (c) 
i j 

are the grav-

itational pull and contact force (if it exists) of particle j on particle

i , and N c is the coordination number of particle i (that is, the num-

ber of contacts at that instant). When the contact surfaces are not

frictionless, the particles in contact can also exhibit resistance to

the relative tangential motion of their surfaces, which will impose

a torque on these particles. The motion of a particle can be ob-

tained by integrating the force and torque. 

In pkdgrav ’s soft-sphere implementation, a linear spring-

dashpot model is used to describe the normal contact force F N and

the tangential stick-slip force F S ( Cundall and Strack, 1979 ). In brief,

the contact forces between two particles are given by 

F N = −k N x ̂  n + C N u n , 

F S = min 

(
k S δS + C S u t , μS | F N | δS / 

∣∣δS 

∣∣), (2)

which depend on the spring constants, 2 k N and k S , and the plas-

tic damping parameters, C N and C S (which are related to the nor-

mal and tangential coefficients of restitution, εn and εt ). The vari-

able x is the mutual compression between two particles, and δS is

the sliding displacement from the equilibrium contact point. The

unit vector ˆ n gives the direction from one particle’s center to its

neighbor’s center. The dashpot force is linearly proportional to the

normal relative velocity and tangential relative velocity u n and u t .

The parameter μS is the interparticle friction coefficient. 3 A plastic

twisting and rolling friction model is also implemented in pkdgrav

( Schwartz et al., 2012 ), and we introduce a version more suited

to the quasi-static regime in Section 2.2 . A second-order leapfrog

method is applied to solve the equations of motion. The numerical

approach has been validated through comparison with laboratory

experiments (e.g., Schwartz et al., 2014 ) and has been successfully

used to study various behaviors of granular systems, i.e., the Brazil

nut effect ( Matsumura et al., 2014; Maurel et al., 2017 ), avalanche

dynamics ( Yu et al., 2014 ), and collisions between rubble-pile as-

teroids at low speeds ( Ballouz et al., 2014, 2015; Zhang et al., 2015 ).

2.2. Rotational resistance model for quasi-static states 

In addition to the normal and tangential forces described above,

particles in contact can also exhibit resistance to rotational mo-

tions. Previous studies (e.g., Iwashita and Oda, 1998; Mohamed and

Gutierrez, 2010 ) indicate that introducing rotational resistances

into an SSDEM model can narrow the gap between the numeri-

cal predictions and laboratory experimental results. A significant
2 The min() function means that the vector quantity of least magnitude is the 

one chosen. 
3 Although the dynamic friction coefficient is generally smaller than the static 

friction coefficient for rocks, the difference is not significant at low sliding speeds 

( Heslot et al., 1994 ) and does not lead to qualitatively different behavior in SSDEM 

simulations ( Luding, 2008 ). In this study, μS is taken as one constant for both static 

and dynamic regimes. 

w  

e

m  

o  

2

δ  
umber of rotational resistance models have been proposed with

he aim of simulating different granular system states, i.e., the dy-

amic flow state, the quasi-static state, and the mixed condition

here the two states coexist—see Ai et al. (2011) for detailed dis-

ussion. The original plastic twisting and rolling friction model im-

lemented in pkdgrav ( Schwartz et al., 2012 ) is best suited for the

ynamic flow state, as outlined by Ai et al. (2011) . Given that the

ORP spin-up/spin-down timescale for kilometer-sized NEAs is es-

imated to be a few 10 4 –10 6 years ( Rubincam, 20 0 0 ), a rubble

ile undergoing substantial spin-state changes always stays in a

uasi-static state before structural failure occurs. In order to cap-

ure this quasi-static behavior, an elastic-plastic spring-dashpot ro-

ational resistance model is used in the present work. 

Similar to the normal and tangential forces, F N and F S , the ro-

ational resistance can be decomposed into twisting and rolling re-

istances. Fig. 1 presents the directions of the forces and torques

cting on particle i generated by the contact with particle j , where

he twisting and rolling torques, M T and M R , are introduced in the

ollowing sub-sections. 

.2.1. Twisting resistance 

The twisting resistance mostly arises from the slip and friction

t the contact region due to a difference in the rotation rate of the

articles in a direction along the normal vector, ˆ n . When two parti-

les i and j are in contact, the twisting motion of particle j relative

o particle i can be expressed in terms of their angular velocities

 i and ω j as 

 T = 

[(
ω j − ω i 

)
· ˆ n 

]
ˆ n , (3)

hich results in a torque M T oriented parallel to ˆ n acting on parti-

le i . The twisting spring-dashpot-slider model has a form similar

o the tangential force, giving the resistance torque in the normal

irection as 

 T = 

{
k T δT + C T ω T , if 

∣∣k T δT 

∣∣ < M T, max 

M T, max δT / 
∣∣δT 

∣∣, if ∣∣k T δT 

∣∣ ≥ M T, max 

, (4)

here k T and C T are the twisting stiffness and viscous damping co-

fficients, respectively. The inclusion of the spring component k T δT 

akes this model suitable for simulating the quasi-static behavior

f granular materials (e.g., Marshall and Li, 2014 , p. 73; Jiang et al.,

015 ). The twisting angular displacement is given as 

T = 

∫ t 

t 

ω T (τ ) dτ + δT 0 , (5)

0 
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here the integral is over the duration of the contact before the

ritical twisting torque M T ,max is exceeded (i.e., the interval over

hich static twisting friction is acting). δT represents the angular

isplacement along the twisting motion direction of particle j rel-

tive to particle i since time t 0 . The initial twisting extension δT 0 

s zero when particles first penetrate, but can be nonzero in the

vent of twisting. Notice that, as particle pair i and j move, not

nly will the contact point move, but the equilibrium contact point

ill also change in the reference frame of the whole system. We

ccount for this motion at every step by transforming δT according

o the change in ˆ n over the previous step (in a way analogous to

chwartz et al., 2012 , for the tangential displacement vector). We

se a similar procedure for the rolling resistance. 

.2.2. Rolling resistance 

The physical sources of rolling resistance are various, such as

he slip and friction on the contact surface ( Tabor, 1955 ), the vis-

ous hysteresis ( May et al., 1959 ), shape effect ( Wensrich and Kat-

erfeld, 2012 ), and surface adhesion ( Li et al., 2011 ). Generally,

olling torque imposed on a particle is set in such a direction as

o resist the rolling motion relative to the other particle in con-

act. It is hard to clearly distinguish the rolling motion from the

liding and rigid-body rotation of particles in continuous contact,

specially when they move in different directions. There has been

onsiderable debate about how to appropriately define rolling and

liding ( Wang et al., 2015 ). 

Following the definition of rolling displacement in Iwashita and

da (1998) and Bagi and Kuhn (2004) , we define the rolling veloc-

ty that characterizes rolling motion during collision of two spher-

cal particles as 

 R = 

l i l j 

l i + l j 

(
ω j − ω i 

)
× ˆ n + 

1 

2 

l j − l i 

l j + l i 
u t , (6) 

here l i and l j are the contact lever arms from the center of parti-

le i and j to the effective point of contact, respectively. We re-

er the reader to Iwashita and Oda (1998) and Bagi and Kuhn

2004) for a detailed derivation of the rolling velocity, in which

hey applied the particle radii in this formula instead of the lever

rms. Since the actual relative motion at the contact point is re-

ated to the lever arm, the contact lever arm is preferred in our

mplementation. This treatment does not make a significant dif-

erence so long as the maximum overlap during the simulation is

mall enough (we keep the maximum overlap smaller than 1% of

he smallest particle radius in our simulations). If the spheres in

ontact are of equal size, Eq. (6) reduces to the simple expression

 R = 

l i 
2 

(
ω j − ω i 

)
× ˆ n . (7) 

Assuming the lever arm of the rolling motion is l i l j / ( l i + l j ) , the

elative rolling rate is 

 R = 

l i + l j 

l i l j 
ˆ n × u R = ω j − ω i −

[(
ω j − ω i 

)
· ˆ n 

]
ˆ n + 

1 

2 

l j − l i 

l i l j 
ˆ n × u t . 

(8) 

Similar to the twisting interaction, the rolling spring-dashpot-

lider model is given as 

 R = 

{
k R δR + C R ω R , if 

∣∣k R δR 

∣∣ < M R, max 

M R, max δR / 
∣∣δR 

∣∣, if ∣∣k R δR 

∣∣ ≥ M R, max 

, (9) 

here k R and C R are the rolling stiffness and viscous damping co-

fficients, respectively. The rolling angular displacement is given as

R = 

∫ t 

t 

ω R (τ ) dτ + δR 0 , (10) 

0 
here the integral is over the duration of the contact before the

ritical rolling torque M R ,max is exceeded (i.e., the interval over

hich static rolling friction is acting), and δR 0 is the initial rolling

xtension (which is zero when particles first penetrate). Similar

o the twisting angular displacement, the rolling angular displace-

ent δR is adjusted based on the rotation of the contact plane at

very time step. 

.2.3. Model parameters 

The framework of the spring-dashpot-slider model given by Eqs.

4) and ( 9 ) has been used by a number of investigators and there

re several different methods on how the model parameters should

e set for 2D and 3D systems (e.g., Iwashita and Oda, 1998; Jiang

t al., 2005; Mohamed and Gutierrez, 2010; Ai et al., 2011 ). There

re six parameters that need to be decided on for the twisting and

olling spring-dashpot-slider models, i.e., ( k T , C T , M T ,max ) and ( k R ,

 R , M R ,max ). Recently, Jiang et al. (2015) derived physically based

odel parameters for the 3D elastic-plastic spring-dashpot type

ontact model. The contact force over a contact area of two parti-

les can be represented by an infinite number of continuously dis-

ributed force elements. Based on ideal distributions of the normal

nd tangential force elements on an assumed circular contact area,

hey expressed the contact behavior in the twisting and rolling

irections as integrations of the normal and tangential force ele-

ents. Additionally, they regarded the shape effect as one of the

rimary physical mechanisms for the rotational resistance, which

akes the model applicable to simulated systems of non-spherical

articles. 

By defining a shape parameter β to represent a statistical mea-

ure of real particle shape, the twisting/rolling stiffness and damp-

ng coefficients can be expressed as 

 T = 2 k S ( βR ) 
2 
, C T = 2 C S ( βR ) 

2 
, 

 R = k N ( βR ) 
2 
, C R = C N ( βR ) 

2 
, 

(11) 

here the effective radius R = r i r j /( r i + r j ), and r i and r j are the

adii of the corresponding spherical particles. When the relative

wisting/rolling rotational motion exceeds a critical twisting/rolling

otation, the force elements on the edge of the contact area begin

o break, and the peak twisting/rolling torque is given as 

 T, max = μT βR μS | F N | , 
 R, max = μR βR | F N | . (12) 

The static friction coefficients for twisting and rolling, μT and

R , describe the hardness of the particle material. The determina-

ion of these parameters is based on the physical origin of plastic-

ty and we refer the reader to Jiang et al. (2015) for details. See

ection 2.3.3 for our adopted values. 

The analyses from conventional triaxial and plane-strain com-

ression tests conducted by Jiang et al. (2015) show that using

hese definitions of the material parameters can capture the quasi-

tatic mechanical behavior of granular matter, and the shape pa-

ameter β can well reflect the deviation of particle shape from

pherical. Furthermore, the model needs only three additional

hysically based parameters, ( μT , μR , β), which improves the ef-

ciency of the parameter space exploration of SSDEM. The spe-

ific parameters used in the present work are introduced in Section

.3.3 . 

.3. Simulation parameters 

.3.1. Dynamical and physical properties of 65803 Didymos 

Table 1 gives basic properties on the current dynamical and ro-

ational state of Didymos determined from Earth-based radar and

ptical telescopic observations ( Richardson et al., 2016 ). Under the

ssumption that the two components of the binary have the same
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Fig. 2. Surface slopes on the Didymos primary from various perspectives based on the latest radar shape model and the parameters in Table 1 . Note that slopes greater than 

50 ° are well above any angle of repose of cohesionless terrestrial sands. 
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bulk density, the mass of the primary can be estimated based on

the diameter ratio, M P ≈ 5.23 × 10 11 kg. Fig. 2 shows the surface

slopes 4 on the primary with the current shape model from radar

observations. The effective resolution of the shape model is about

50 m. We use this model to construct the configurations of our

rubble-pile models. It is assumed that the primary is a principal-

axis rotator, in which case the rotation pole is along the maximum-

moment principal axis of inertia, i.e., the z axis shown in Fig. 2 . 

2.3.2. Rubble-pile models 

To investigate the effect of internal configuration and particle

size distribution on the mechanical behavior of a Didymos-analog

rubble pile during spin-up, we explore six possible configurations

in this study: 1. a hexagonal closest packing (HCP) model; 2. a

monodisperse random close packing (RCP) model; 3. a monodis-

perse close packing model with a 200-m-radius HCP core and a

random packing shell (henceforth, RCPC); 4. & 5. two dense poly-

disperse packing models with different size distributions (hence-

forth, PP1 & PP2); and 6. a dense polydisperse packing model with

a 200-m-radius higher-density core (henceforth, PPC), where the

grain density of particles in the core is 1.5 times greater than that

of particles in the exterior. Except for the last case, the grain den-

sity distributions of these models are uniform. Although the grains

of an actual asteroid are likely distributed in a random way, the

HCP structure can serve as a material of higher shear resistance

and improve our understanding of how the internal structure influ-

ences the failure mode of a spinning aggregate ( Walsh et al., 2012 ).

Most of the aggregates are constructed using a two-step pro-

cedure. First, a rubble pile is created by placing spheres with a

pre-defined size distribution randomly in a spherical cloud and al-

lowing the cloud to gravitationally collapse with highly inelastic

collisions. To increase the filling fraction, the gravitationally accu-

mulated packing is subject to a vertical oscillation in a sinusoidal

manner within a solid spherical boundary in a uniform gravity

field (we use 1 g). After vibration, the granular assembly is allowed
4 The surface slope is the angle between the normal of the facet and the effective 

local gravity vector. 

c  

2  

t  

a  
o settle down under its own self-gravity with no external field.

rictionless material parameters are used for the above procedure

o minimize the void space between particles as well as to mit-

gate the size segregation in the process of vibration (so the ob-

ained rubble pile is macroscopically homogeneous; Tancredi et al.,

012; Matsumura et al., 2014; Maurel et al., 2017 ). Although the

ize segregation may cause the migration of grains in rubble-pile

odies ( Asphaug et al., 2001; Perera et al., 2016 ), we assume these

omplicated processes have not adversely affected the morphology

f our models. Investigation of effects of particle redistribution due

o seismic quakes or impacts on the spin-up process will be left

or future studies. The HCP structure can be directly constructed

ithout the above procedure. The model with HCP core can be ob-

ained from a similar procedure combining the HCP structure with

 random granular assembly. Second, the shape model of the Didy-

os primary is used to carve out the figure of the granular assem-

ly for all cases. 

Table 2 summarizes the basic properties of these rubble-pile

odels. The differential size distributions of the polydisperse mod-

ls are assumed to follow a power law with an exponent of –3, as

bserved at the surface of several bodies and consistent with the-

retical expectations (e.g., Michikami et al., 2010 ). Given that the

esolution of the shape model is ∼50 m, aggregates composed of

articles of around 10-m radius are sufficient to match the shape. 

.3.3. Material parameters—modeling different angles of friction 

Previous studies show that the spin limits of rotating asteroids

nherently depend on the angle of friction, which represents the

lope that specifies shear strength under a given pressure (e.g.,

olsapple, 20 04; Sharma et al., 20 09; Sánchez and Scheeres, 2016 ).

n our SSDEM model, there are five parameters, ( k S , μS , μT , μR ,

), that give rise to shear strength. To keep normal and tangential

scillation frequencies equal to each other, the tangential spring

onstant k S is set to (2/7) k N (see Section 2.6 in Schwartz et al.,

012 for details). As suggested by Jiang et al. (2015) , the static fric-

ion coefficients for twisting and rolling, μT and μR , are set to 1.3

nd 1.05, respectively, corresponding to sand particles of medium
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the spin-up path (rotation period T as a function of time t ) for 

the spin-up tests. t start is the duration of the interval from the start of the simula- 

tion, when the rubble pile has a spin period of T start . t inter denotes the beginning of 

the slower spin-up, when the rubble-pile has a period of T inter . The spin-up process 

is finished at t final , and the rubble pile is forced to stay at the spin period of T final 

after that. 
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ardness. 5 The numerical experiments carried out by Jiang et al.

2015) indicate that higher shear strength can be achieved by us-

ng a higher friction coefficient, μS , and more angular particles, i.e.,

 larger value of β . We use a set of parameters, μS = 1.0, β = 0.5,

s the nominal material parameters, for which the estimated fric-

ion angle for a spinning rubble pile is within the typical range of

errestrial sands (25 °–45 °) observed in laboratory tests (see Table

 ). The effect of μS and β is also investigated in this study (see

ection 4.4 ). 

The normal spring constant k N and the timestep �t are set

o ensure that particle overlaps for each entire simulation do not

xceed 1% of the minimum particle radius (see Schwartz et al.,

012 for details). The coefficients of restitution, ε n and ε t , are set

o 0.55 so that the granular system is subject to sufficient damp-

ng; these values are also reasonable for terrestrial rocks ( Chau et

l., 2002 ). 

.3.4. Quasi-static spin up 

To precisely capture the mechanical behavior of rubble piles

ith varying spin rate, we implemented a spin-up procedure that

ets the body’s spin period T to a prescribed value as a function

f time t . For our experiments, we used a spin-up path like the

ne shown in Fig. 3 . In the beginning of the simulation, the body

ettles down at a slow spin state T start . The spin-up path is di-

ided into two sub-paths with different spin-up rates. First, the

ody is linearly spun up from T start to T inter in a relatively rapid

ay, where T inter is sufficiently far from the critical value to en-

ure the body always remains stable. Then, the spin period is de-

reased from T inter to T final in a slower manner, including several

pin-up stages and settle-down stages. A more realistic acceler-

tion method would need to consider the coupled effect of the

hape and the YORP torque, as discussed in Cotto-Figueroa et al.

2015) . Within the scope of this work, we do not go further in

nalyzing the precise spin-up behavior caused by the YORP effect.

he spin period of the simulated body is strictly constrained to the

pin-up path shown in Fig. 3 before global disruption occurs. 6 
5 For infinitely strong material, μT and μR would be 4/3 and 2.0, respectively. 
6 The global disruption event is very obvious to distinguish, where the values of 

he packing efficiency and the axis ratios rapidly drop. When the global disruption 

s confirmed, we stop maintaining the spin period of the simulated body, and let 

he body evolve freely under its own gravity. In general, since the structure is dis- 

upted, the spin period of the body will abruptly increase after we set it free. For 

e

u

i

a

o

For our nominal case (i.e., path No. 1 in Table 5 ), we use about

0 0 0 s to go from T start to T inter , which are set to 5 h and 3 h, re-

pectively, and another 320,0 0 0 s to achieve the final spin state,

 final = 2.26 h . The bodies are allowed to settle down five times for

bout 70 0 0 s each time ( �t rest in Fig. 3 ) in between spin-up stages

f about 47,500 s ( �t spin-up in Fig. 3 ). The parameters governing

he process were chosen so that the simulations remain computa-

ionally expedient while the aggregates stay in quasi-equilibrium

tates before structural failure occurs. Given that the dynamical

ime for a rubble pile is 1/ 
√ 

G ρB , where G is the gravitational con-

tant and ρB is the body’s bulk density, i.e., approximately 2650 s

or the Didymos primary, the time scale of this spin-up process is

ufficient to maintain quasi-equilibrium. Nevertheless, this spin-up

ime is much shorter than a true YORP timescale. To test the effect

f spin-up path on the mechanical behavior of spinning aggregates,

imulations were run using a few different spin-up paths ( Section

.3 ). 

. Critical spin limits 

In order to obtain the critical spin rate/period, we need to de-

ne a measurement for determining whether the state of a self-

ravitating aggregate is below its spin limit. Previous discrete-

lement simulations on spinning self-gravitating aggregates often

ake substantial changes in the shape or mass-loss behavior dur-

ng the spin-up process as a sign of structural failure, and assign

he spin rate at the time this occurs to the critical spin rate (e.g.,

alsh et al., 2012; Sánchez and Scheeres, 2012 ). However, since

he maximum shear stress is often located at a body’s center at a

apid spin state, its internal structure may fail first without a clear

urface expression ( Hirabayashi and Scheeres, 2015 ), which implies

 lower critical spin rate. 

In this study, we devise three different methods to charac-

erize the spin limit, which are detailed in the following sub-

ections. The shape, packing efficiency, and stress states of the

ody are monitored throughout the spin-up process for each sim-

lation (e.g., see Fig. 5 ). By defining three critical spin limits based

n these variables, the critical states triggered by variations in ex-

ernal shape and surface shedding ( Section 3.1 ), internal structural

eformation ( Section 3.2 ), and shear yielding ( Section 3.3 ) can all

e captured. 7 

.1. First critical spin limit: reshaping and surface shedding 

The first critical spin rate , �c ,1 , and the first critical spin period,

 c ,1 , are designed to reflect the reshaping and surface shedding

rocess—they are defined at the point when the change in one

f the axis ratios, b / a or c / a , exceeds 0.01 compared to the ini-

ial value. The axis lengths a, b , and c are defined as the maxi-

um extensions along the principal axes of inertia (from largest

o smallest) of the whole granular system (including any particles

hat are shed from the surface). The tolerance of 0.01 is chosen

ecause the overlap between particles in contact is less than 1%

f the particles’ mean radius and expansion above this value indi-

ates considerable change in shape has occurred. The first critical

pin limit therefore gives information about reshaping processes as

ell as surface-shedding behaviors. 
xample, as shown in Fig. 5 , the spin period T keeps decreasing (the top frame) 

ntil the packing efficiency and axis ratios abruptly drop (the lower-middle frame). 
7 In this study, the term “surface shedding” is the process in which particles rest- 

ng on the asteroid surface are observed to move on and be lifted from the surface, 

nd the term “internal structural deformation” refers to the rearrangement process 

f constituent particles inside a rubble pile. 
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Fig. 4. The Voronoi tessellation for (a) a particle in a granular assembly and (b) 

a granular representation of the Didymos primary, as computed using the Voro ++ 

library. Note that some particles stick out at the surface since particle radii are ig- 

nored when filling the radar shape model. Given that the maximum particle radius 

(i.e., 32 m) used in this study does not exceed the resolution of the shape model 

(i.e., 50 m), this does not adversely affect the quality of the shape matching. 
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8 Note that the Drucker-Prager yield criterion (a smooth version of the Mohr- 

Coulomb yield criterion) is also used for studying rubble-pile asteroids, and may 

match simulations better in some cases ( Sharma et al., 2009 ). However, for ana- 

lyzing the theoretical upper spin limit of spinning asteroids, Holsapple (2007) and 

Sharma et al. (2009) both showed that these two criteria give essentially the same 

answers. To explicitly express the relation between the friction angle and the stress 

state variables, the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion is preferred in this study. 
3.2. Second critical spin limit: internal structural deformation 

The internal deformation of a spinning rubble pile will cause

subtle changes in its internal porosity, which can be measured by

using a Voronoi tessellation of the rubble pile. This divides the

space containing all particles into subdomains, one per particle,

where each subdomain consists of all points closer to its parti-

cle than any other ( Okabe et al., 2009 ). In 3D Euclidean space,

a Voronoi cell is an irregular convex polyhedron, as illustrated in

Fig. 4 (a). We use the open-source library, Voro ++ ( Rycroft, 2009 ),

to build the Voronoi tessellation of our rubble piles. Fig. 4 (b)

shows the Voronoi diagram for the Didymos primary, where the

outer boundary for the tessellation is its radar shape model. The

Voronoi tessellation expresses the discrete granular aggregate as

an appropriate equivalent continuum, allowing us to conduct the

stress analyses with conventional continuum methods for a granu-

lar medium (see Section 3.3.1 ). 

Voronoi tessellation can provide a consistent measure of the in-

ternal filling fraction of granular assemblies. For a given particle i

with a radius of r i , its packing fraction in its own Voronoi cell is 

ηi = 4 π r 3 i / ( 3 V i ) . (13)

where V i is the volume of the corresponding Voronoi cell for the

i th particle. The average packing fraction of the entire aggregate

with N particles is then 

ηB = 

1 

N 

N ∑ 

i =1 

ηi . (14)

Note that the shapes of Voronoi cells for surface particles are

constrained by the boundary condition of the tessellation (i.e., the

shape model of the Didymos primary in this case), so they should

not be used to characterize the void space between particles. In

practice, to eliminate the effect of boundary conditions and cap-

ture the internal deformation of an aggregate, we only take in-

ternal particles into account to calculate the average packing ef-

ficiency. 

The second critical spin limit is designed to reflect the internal

deformation. Associated with the spin-up process, the aggregate

will begin to exhibit dilation behavior and the packing efficiency

will decrease significantly. The moment when the internal packing

fraction, ηB , changes by more than 0.001 compared to the initial

value corresponds to the second critical spin rate , �c ,2 , and the sec-

ond critical spin period, T c ,2 . Similar to the first critical spin limit,

the tolerance of 0.001 is chosen because a relative displacement

between two particles in contact of 1% of the particles’ mean ra-

dius will cause a variation of ∼0.001 in the packing efficiency (see

Appendix). 
.3. Third critical spin limit: shear failure 

The behavior of reshaping or internal deformation is just the

echanical response of granular materials to shear failure. There-

ore, it is useful to analyze the stress states to check if the spinning

ggregate is globally geo-statically stable. 

.3.1. Average stress in granular materials 

Macroscopic stress variables in a discrete element assembly can

e assessed by homogenization and averaging methods based on

epresentative Volume Elements (RVEs) with the help of Voronoi

essellation ( Bagi, 1996; Luding, 2004 ). A RVE should contain a suf-

cient number of particles to eliminate fluctuations at the micro-

copic scale. On the other hand, a RVE should also be much smaller

han the macroscopic dimensions of the whole computational do-

ain if the desired macroscopic quantity to be measured is non-

omogeneous. The size of a RVE is often taken to be about 12

imes the radius of the typical particle for stress analyses ( Masson

nd Martinez, 20 0 0 ). We use a tree code to divide the granular

ggregate into several similar-sized sub-assemblies, i.e., RVEs. Each

VE contains ∼300 particles. 

At the microscopic scale, the discrete particles in our granular

ystems interact with each other via contact forces and torques

etermined by the model described in Section 2 . Based on these

icroscopic variables, we apply a two-step averaging procedure to

alculate the macroscopic stress tensor, following Bagi (1996) . In

he first step, from Cauchy’s first law of motion, the Cauchy stress

ensor for a single particle i is given as the summation of the

yadic product of the branch vector x i,k that connects the particle

enter with the contact point for each contact and the correspond-

ng contact force f i,k , 

i = 

1 

V i 

N i,c ∑ 

k =1 

x 

i,k 
� f i,k , (15)

here the N i,c is the coordination number (number of contacts)

nd V i is the volume of the corresponding Voronoi cell for the i -th

article. In the second step, by volume-weighted averaging over a

VE, the average stress tensor in the j -th RVE can be calculated as

¯ RVE 
j = 

1 

V RVE 

N RVE ∑ 

i =1 

V i σi = 

1 

V RVE 

N RVE ∑ 

i =1 

N i,c ∑ 

k =1 

x 

i,k 
� f i,k , (16)

here N RVE is the total number of particles in this RVE. The vol-

me for each RVE, V RVE , is the summation over the volume of the

oronoi cell of every particle in each RVE. We will use the average

tress tensor to compute the yield criterion for our rubble piles. 

.3.2. Failure criterion 

In the rock and soil mechanics community, the Mohr-Coulomb

ield criterion is one of the most common yield criteria for geo-

hysical granular materials ( Jaeger et al., 2009 ) that is also used in

tructure failure analyses for rubble-pile asteroids (e.g., Holsapple,

004; Hirabayashi et al., 2015 ). 8 In the Mohr-Coulomb model, there

s a maximum shear stress that a granular material can withstand,

hich in turn depends on the compressive normal stress σ n , 

≤ Y − σn tan φ, (17)
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Fig. 5. HCP rubble pile simulation: evolution of the maximum mobilized friction 

angle and spin period (top frame), maximum deviatoric stress and maximum pres- 

sure (upper-middle frame), packing efficiency and axis ratios (lower-middle frame), 

and coordination number and fraction of rattlers (bottom frame) during the spin- 

up process. The distribution of the stress-state variables at the times labeled a, b, c, 

and d on the bottom axis are shown in Fig. 6 . The vertical grid is used to indicate 

the spin-up path, i.e., t inter and the rest-time intervals. 
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p  
here Y is the cohesive strength and φ is the angle of friction.

ith the help of Mohr’s circle, Eq. (17) can be written as a function

f the principal stress, 

1 − σ3 + ( σ1 + σ3 ) sin φ ≤ 2 Y cos φ, (18) 

here σ 1 and σ 3 are the maximum and minimum components of

he principal stress, respectively. It should be noted that the values

f the principal stress components are always negative since only

he compressive contact interaction is considered in this study. 9 

or cohesionless materials ( Y = 0), there is a simple relation be-

ween the angle of friction and the principal stress components,

in φ ≥ −( σ1 − σ3 ) / ( σ1 + σ3 ) . (19) 

When the friction angle of the material is known, applying the

tress-state variables to Eq. (19) can indicate if the structure has

ndergone plastic yielding or has already failed, in which case Eq.

19) is no longer satisfied. For the j -th RVE, the principal stress

omponents, σ̄ RVE 
j, 1 

, σ̄ RVE 
j, 2 

, and σ̄ RVE 
j, 3 

(from largest to smallest) can

e evaluated though diagonalizing its average stress tensor σ̄RVE 
j 

 Eq. (16) ). 10 

.3.3. Angle of friction and third critical spin limit 

The intrinsic material friction angle, φ, needs to be determined

or each simulated rubble pile in order to carry out the above anal-

sis. Since the particular internal configuration of the discrete as-

embly affects its friction angle (see discussion in Section 5.2 ), the

alue needs to be obtained for each case simulated. Sánchez and

cheeres (2012, 2016 ) evaluated φ by solving the Drucker-Prager

ield criterion when the first signs of global reshaping are visible.

owever, as discussed before, a rubble pile could fail locally before

eshaping is observed in discrete element simulations. As the spin

ate is continuously increased, the maximum shear stress in a body

eeps rising to the point of structural yielding by shearing; this is

hen the rubble-pile structure becomes unstable. We define the

pin rate at which the failure criterion, Eq. (19) , is first violated,

s the third critical spin rate , �c ,3 , and the corresponding period as

he third critical period, T c ,3 . In principle, this also gives the friction

ngle of the rubble pile, but there is a complication. 

Since both sides of Eq. (19) , i.e., the angle of friction and the

tress-state variables at the critical state, are unknown, the criti-

al state cannot be determined in a single spin-up simulation. To

nd the third critical spin limit in a systematic way, multiple spin-

p simulations are carried out with different T final for each rubble-

ile model to determine the critical state at which the rubble pile

an be just geo-statically stable with the radar-derived shape with-

ut further creep deformation. The simulated rubble pile is forced

o stay at the spin period of T final after the spin-up process, so

he creep behavior in this body can be diagnosed when gradual

ncreases in the shear stress or gradual decreases in the internal

acking efficiency and coordination number are observed (see Fig.

2 for examples; also see the discussion in Section 4.3 for details).

e continuously increase T final from T final =T c ,2 (the second critical

pin period is expected to be shorter than T c ,3 since the internal

eformation occurs after shear yielding) in increments of 0.01 h

ntil the critical state is achieved. Following this procedure, the
9 In structural engineering, the compressive stress is expressed as a negative 

alue, and the tensile stress is expressed as a positive value. We follow this con- 

ention in the calculation of stress variables. 
10 Note that the mean stress tensor σ̄RVE 

j 
defined by Eq. (16) can be non-symmetric 

n the presence of rotation resistances, which may cause trouble in the diagonaliza- 

ion. The study of Oda and Iwashita (20 0 0) shows that the stress tensor is almost 

ymmetric in quasi-static experiments and simulations of granular materials. In this 

ork, by evaluating stress states of each RVE in an aggregate within the quasi-static 

rocess of spin-up, we confirmed that the mean stress tensors are nearly symmetric 

nd the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion can be applied without difficulty. 

m  

p  

p  

t  

c

a

t

u

alues of �c ,3 and T c ,3 are obtained. Then, the angle of friction for

he corresponding rubble pile can be found from Eq. (19) . However,

ue to the discrete nature of the material, the stress state will vary

hroughout the rubble-pile structure. Therefore, we define the an-

le of friction φ to be max 
j∈ RVE 

( θ j ) at the critical state, where 

j = arcsin 

[(
σ̄ RVE 

j, 3 − σ̄ RVE 
j, 1 

)
/ 
(
σ̄ RVE 

j, 1 + σ̄ RVE 
j, 3 

)]
(20) 

s what we call the “mobilized friction angle” for the j -th RVE at

 particular time. 11 The rationale for this choice of φ is that the

egion subject to the highest shear stress is the most sensitive part

o failure in a body ( Hirabayashi et al., 2015 ). In practice, given the

apid oscillation behavior of the evolution curve of the maximum

obilized friction angle (i.e., max 
j∈ RVE 

( θ j ) as a function of time; see

ig. 5 for an example), it is hard to accurately estimate the value of

he friction angle at a certain state. Considering that the material

hear resistance of a stable body should not be smaller than the

hear stress acting on it, φ is taken to be the maximum in the

nterval [ T c ,3 – 0.01 h, T c ,3 + 0.01 h]. 

. Simulation results 

In order to find out possible physical properties of the Didymos

rimary that permit it to keep its shape at the observed spin rate,

ultiple spin-up simulations were carried out for all six rubble-

ile models with various parameters. The following subsections

resent the critical spin limits and failure patterns determined for

he nominal mass and shape, and detail what factors enhance the

reep stability of rubble-pile bodies. 
11 We calculate the value of θ j in a way analogous to the definition of the friction 

ngle in the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion ( Eq. (19) ), but it is not the friction angle 

hat the simulated granular material may actually have. The word “mobilized” is 

sed to distinguish it from the friction angle φ. 
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Table 3 

Basic properties and spin limits of nominal rubble-pile models evaluated 

from our simulations. See Table 2 for the definitions of the models. Here 

ηinitial 
B is the initial packing efficiency, φ is the friction angle as determined 

by the procedure given in Section 3.3.3 , and T c ,1 , T c ,2 , and T c ,3 are the criti- 

cal spin limits determined by shape change, internal deformation, and yield 

analysis, respectively. 

Rubble-pile Model ηinitial 
B φ (deg) T c ,1 (h) T c ,2 (h) T c ,3 (h) 

HCP 0.739 43 2.38 2.36 2.40 

RCP 0.641 30 2.51 2.53 2.83 

RCPC 0.695 32 2.46 2.46 2.76 

PP1 0.820 39 2.41 2.44 2.53 

PP2 0.750 38 2.41 2.44 2.54 

PPC 0.820 39 2.46 2.41 2.49 
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4.1. Nominal case 

With the nominal material parameters and the nominal mass

and shape model of the Didymos primary, the six rubble-pile mod-

els were spun up along the nominal spin-up path (see Section

2.3 for the definition of nominal parameters). Table 3 gives the ini-

tial packing efficiency of these models and summarizes the results

of the simulations, which are detailed below. 

4.1.1. Hexagonal-closest-packing configuration (HCP) 

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the stress states of the HCP model,

along with its spin period, packing fraction, axis ratios, mean co-

ordination number (CN, i.e., mean number of contacts per parti-

cle), and the fraction of particles with only one ( N 

1 
c ) or no contacts

( N 

0 
c ) during the spin-up process. The stress states are represented

by the maximum deviatoric stress, the maximum pressure, and the

maximum mobilized friction angle among all RVEs in the aggre-

gate, i.e., s max = max 
j∈ RVE 

( s j ) , p max = − max 
j∈ RVE 

(| p j | ) (the negative sign

indicates compression), and θmax = max 
j∈ RVE 

( θ j ) , where 

s j = 

(
σ̄ RVE 

j, 1 − σ̄ RVE 
j, 3 

)
/ 2 , and , (21a)

p j = 

(
σ̄ RVE 

j, 1 + σ̄ RVE 
j, 2 + σ̄ RVE 

j, 3 

)
/ 3 , (21b)

for the j- th RVE. Fig. 6 illustrates the distribution of these stress-

state variables and the force networks over a cross-section of the

HCP structure. 

The stress-state variables exhibit significant dependence on the

spin period. At the rapid acceleration stage ( T inter ≤ T ≤ 5 h), s max 

and θmax both occur at mid-latitudes on the surface, as shown

in Fig. 6 (1a) and ( 3 a). Evidently, the surface region is the loosest

part in the HCP structure ( Walsh et al., 2012 ). The internal struc-

ture is subject to weak shear stress at such low spin rates, while

the particles over mid-latitudes at the surface need higher tangen-

tial friction force to keep them stable because the highest surface

slope of the shape occurs at the mid-latitude regions ( Fig. 2 ), as

indicated in Fig. 6 (4a). As the spin rate is increased, the centrifu-

gal forces parallel to the equatorial plane become larger, leading

to a decrease in the magnitude of the internal pressure (see Fig.

5 , upper-middle frame, and Fig. 6 (2b), where the negative sign in-

dicates compression). Meanwhile, since the forces along the verti-

cal direction caused by gravity remain constant, the body experi-

ences larger deviatoric stresses ( Fig. 6 (1b)) and the tangential fric-

tion forces between particles also grow ( Fig. 6 (4b)). When the spin

rate increases up to a certain value, the force chains parallel to the

horizontal plane near the equator begin to break ( Fig. 6 (4c)). Al-

though some particles on the surface become rattlers with only

one contact, the whole body can still remain stable when the rota-

tional acceleration is stopped (see the fourth rest time interval in

Fig. 5 ). The region where horizontal contacts are lost gradually ex-

pands to a larger area, resulting in a continuous decrease in the co-
rdination number (the bottom frame in Fig. 5 ). Once the contact-

reakage behavior propagates to the RVE with the current θmax ,

max starts decreasing. The reason for the decrease is that when

he topology of the force network changes, the remaining force

hains attempt to maintain equilibrium of the system by adjust-

ng themselves. By checking variations in the stress states in the

VE around this point in time, we find that the deviatoric stress

o longer increases but decreases as the spin rate grows, while the

ressure tends to remain constant, which leads to a smaller θmax .

ther RVEs also exhibit similar behavior when the force chains

n the local region begin to break (see the curves of the max-

mum deviatoric stress and the maximum pressure in Fig. 5 for

xamples). With the sustained rise in spin rate, the surface slope

t mid-latitudes of the rubble pile exceeds its local friction angle.

s a result, some surface particles cannot rest on the surface any-

ore and landslides occur ( Fig. 6 (1d)–(4d)). Analogous to the sur-

ace avalanche process described in Harris et al. (2009) , the mo-

ilized materials flow to the equatorial region, and are shed and

eave the asteroid surface. The orbital motion of the shed mass

ear the equatorial plane results in variations in the axis ratio b / a ,

s shown in the lower-middle frame in Fig. 5 . 

The failure mode of the HCP configuration is a clear surface-

hedding mode. The evolution of surface materials is consistent

ith the theoretical research carried out by Scheeres (2015) , where

he asteroid is assumed to be a rigid sphere covered by cohesion-

ess regolith. Given that the motion of internal particles in the HCP

tructure is restricted by their neighbors while the surface parti-

les have more space to move freely, the HCP structure can serve

s a rigid core with a weak surface shell, giving rise to surface fail-

re, as inferred by Hirabayashi et al. (2015) . Our SSDEM simula-

ions also confirm that the surface-failure mode of the HCP con-

guration is its inherent characteristic due to the crystal structure

egardless of the interparticle friction (see Section 4.4 ). 

Owing to the geometrical effects of particle interlocking, the

CP configuration can resist much higher shear stress than a ran-

om packing of the same material ( Walsh et al., 2012 ). Using the

ethod introduced in Section 3.3.3 , the friction angle for the HCP

odel is about 43 ° with a spin limit of T c ,3 = 2.40 h . In fact, due

o the geometric interlocking, the actual friction angle for a crys-

allized structure could be higher (see the curve of θmax in Fig. 5 ).

he shear strength that the geometric interlocking produces will

ecrease with the breakage of force chains. As a result, a local re-

ion in the HCP structure would fail once its local friction angle

as been reduced to below its local mobilized friction angle. 

From the lower-middle frame in Fig. 5 , the first and second

ritical periods are 2.38 h and 2.36 h, respectively. By stopping ro-

ational acceleration at various spin rates, the spin period where

lobal failure of the entire body occurs is ∼2.37 h . When the body

s spun to a spin period between 2.37 h and 2.4 h, only local land-

lides and surface shedding are observed. The implications of these

ritical spin limits are discussed in more detail in Section 5.1 . 

.1.2. Monodisperse random-close-packing configuration (RCP) 

The random close packing leads to a different evolution of

tress states compared to the HCP case, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8 .

rom Fig. 8 (4a)–(4d), there is a clear change in the orientation of

he strong force chains, which are the force chains carrying more

han the average load. As would be expected for this random con-

guration, the distributions of contact force orientations and mag-

itudes are uniform at a slow spin ( Fig. 8 (4a)). Since the centrifugal

orce in the equatorial plane becomes stronger in the spin-up pro-

ess, the force network needs to reduce the magnitude of its com-

onents in the equatorial plane to retain equilibrium. Meanwhile,

he contact force chains along the rotation axis must be strength-

ned to resist the increasing shear stresses in addition to the grav-

tational pressure. As a result, the orientations of the strong force
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Fig. 6. HCP model simulation: stress-state variables and force networks over a cross-section parallel to the maximum moment of inertia axis at different stages of the 

spin-up process. Letters a–d correspond to the specific times indicated at the bottom of Fig. 5 . The patches evident in the first three rows represent the RVEs in these cross- 

sections. Note that the color scale for visualizing the force networks corresponds to the magnitude range of tangential contact forces at each specific time. (For interpretation 

of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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stress-state variables and the failure mode are consistent with the 
hains gradually align parallel to the rotation axis. Unlike in the

CP configuration, the breakage of force chains can occur along a

ange of directions since the particles are distributed in a random

ay. Therefore, the topology of the force network remains essen-

ially the same throughout the spin-up process, and θmax , s max , and

 max can keep increasing during the whole spin-up process ( Fig. 7 ).
Fig. 8 (3c) and ( 3 d) show that θmax occurs in the interior and

he shape becomes more oblate when the body has been spun

ast its failure limit, without any landslides and surface shed-

ing, implying the internal structure fails first. The distribution of
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 5 , but for the RCP model simulation, with the times marked 

a–d corresponding to the stress state plots in Fig. 8 . 
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finite-element analyses of a homogenous structure in Hirabayashi

and Scheeres (2015) . 

Fig. 9 compares the distribution of the mobilized friction an-

gle for each RVE, θRVE , to its local packing efficiency, for the RCP

model. The packing efficiency for each RVE, ηRVE , can be esti-

mated by averaging the packing fraction of each particle in this

RVE (in a way analogous to Eq. (14) ). Due to the boundary con-

dition, ηRVE for surface elements is much lower than that for in-

terior elements, as discussed in Section 3.2 . Comparing Fig. 9 (a)–

(c), we can see a slight relative shift between the mobilized fric-

tion angles in the surface RVEs (red circles) and those in the in-

ternal RVEs (blue circles). The mobilized friction angles of the in-

ternal RVEs increase more rapidly as the angular speed increases.

This implies that the internal structure is more sensitive to the in-

creases in the spin state for such a random configuration, which is

in agreement with the analytical study on homogeneous, spherical

bodies by Hirabayashi (2015) . At slow spin rates, the surface region

is the most sensitive part to failure in the RCP structure ( Fig. 8 (3a)),

in which case the structure would fail through surface landslides if

the material friction angle is low. By monitoring the evolution of

the distribution of θRVE , the RVE where θmax occurs migrates from

the surface to the interior at the spin period of ∼3 h, indicating

the transition point from the surface failure mode to the internal

deformation failure mode. Based on global averaging analyses and

finite element modeling, the stress state analyses of Scheeres et

al. (2016) on the asteroid Bennu (whose shape is also spheroidal)

show a similar transition mechanism between surface failure and

interior failure (see their Fig. 22 ). The consistency reveals that the

RCP model may be an appropriate discrete representation of the

continuum approach. The reason for this is discussed in more de-

tail in Section 5.1.1 . Furthermore, the maximum mobilized friction

angle in the internal structure usually occurs at the element whose

packing efficiency is relatively low ( Fig. 9 ). This may mean that the

rubble-pile structure tends to fail in a low-porosity region. 
By stopping the rotational acceleration at various spin rates,

e find the third critical spin period for the RCP model is about

.83 h, below which global structural failure would occur. Using

he method introduced in Section 3.3.3 , the friction angle of the

CP model is about 30 °. When the structure yields, the poles of

he rubble pile push inwards toward the center, leading to a more

blate shape. Since no surface shedding occurs in the RCP model,

he reshaping behavior is a result of the internal deformation and

olumetric dilation process. From the lower-middle frame in Fig. 7 ,

t is evident that the packing efficiency begins to decrease before

eshaping occurs, corresponding to first and second critical periods

f 2.51 h and 2.53 h, respectively. 

.1.3. Mixed core/shell packing configuration (RCPC) 

Even though the previous two models both consist of equal-size

articles, the differences in the spatial arrangement of the granular

ystems lead to two very different failure modes. Given the extra

hear strength that arises from geometric interlocking in the HCP

tructure, we can construct a body with a stronger internal core

y placing these core particles in an HCP arrangement, which is

hat we did for the RCPC case considered here. The evolution of

he RCPC configuration progresses in a manner similar to the com-

ination of HCP and RCP structures, as shown in Figs. 10 and 11 .

irst, s max and p max evolve generally in the manner of the HCP con-

guration. Since the maximum deviatoric stress and the maximum

ressure always occur in the internal HCP core (as presented in

he first two rows of Fig. 11 ), s max and p max stop increasing when

he corresponding local force network begins to change its topol-

gy. θmax evolves in a more complex way. At low spin rates, the

nternal core is subject to the highest mobilized friction angle due

o the higher internal shear stress, in which case θmax evolves in

he manner of the HCP structure. For the same reason as s max and

 max , the mobilized friction angle in the internal core will also de-

rease when the interior begins to change its topology. Once the

aximum mobilized friction angle of the internal core is smaller

han that of the external shell, θmax no longer occurs in the inte-

ior and instead occurs in the external shell. Thus, θmax can con-

inually increase in the same manner as the RCP structure after

hat point. Since the internal region is more sensitive to changes in

he spin state for a random packing (as discussed in Section 4.1.2 ),

he position of the RVE where θmax is obtained gradually moves

o the border of the HCP core and the RCP shell. The evolution of

he θmax position is seen in the third row of Fig. 11 . Furthermore,

he characteristics of both HCP and RCP configurations are also ob-

erved in the force network of the RCPC model, such as the break-

ge of horizontal force chains and the orientations of the strong

orce chains. 

Surface shedding and internal deformation are both observed

or this RCPC model. From Fig. 11 ( 1 d)–( 4 d), we can see some or-

iting material near the equator. However, the packing efficiency of

he internal HCP core remains constant for a while after the exter-

al shell fails. This implies that the flow of particles is restricted to

he external shell, and the HCP core can serve as a rigid core before

lobal disruption occurs. The existence of a strong core frustrates

he equatorial elongation, resulting in surface flow and mass shed-

ing. This failure mode with a strong core is consistent with the

nalyses of Hirabayashi et al. (2015) . Furthermore, our study re-

eals that the part subject to the highest shear stress in this com-

osite structure changes with the spin rate, and finally appears at

he border of the two configurations, leading to a strong shear ef-

ect between the internal core and the external shell. Therefore, in

ddition to the surface shedding behavior, the granular assembly

f the external shell deforms and redistributes itself above the sur-

ace of the border. 

The third critical spin period for the RCPC model is about 2.76 h

ith a friction angle of about 32 °, which is right in between that
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 6 , but for the RCP simulation, with letters a–d corresponding to the specific times indicated at the bottom of Fig. 7 . 
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f the HCP model and that of the RCP model. Comparison between

he distributions of deviatoric stresses and mobilized friction an-

les of the RCP model ( Fig. 8 ) and those of the RCPC model ( Fig.

1 ) show that the HCP core not only enhances the shear resistance

f the central region but also helps to ease the shear stresses in
he external shell. Due to the fact that the friction angle of the

CP core is much higher than that of the RCP shell, the external

hell fails first when the shear stresses exceed its own failure limit

i.e., 30 ° for the RCP structure), even though θmax (which is about

2 ° at the failure point) of the whole structure still occurs at the
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Fig. 9. Mobilized friction angle vs. packing efficiency for each RVE in the RCP case. 

Color denotes the distance from the aggregate mass center to the center-of-mass 

position of each RVE. The times corresponding to (a) through (c) are indicated at 

the bottom of Fig. 7 . The red dashed region indicates surface RVEs while the blue 

dashed region shows interior RVEs. 

Fig. 10. Same as Figs. 5 and 7 , but for the RCPC simulation, with the times marked 

a–d corresponding to the stress state plots in Fig. 11 . 
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internal core. Therefore, the RCPC configuration can be stable at a

higher spin rate compared to the pure random packing case. 

Unlike any of the previous models, the first and second critical

periods for the RCPC model have the same value, of 2.46 h. After

the external shell yields, some surface materials are shed and leave

the main body, leading to an increase in the volume fraction of the

HCP core. Since the local filling fraction of the HCP configuration

( ∼0.74) is much higher than that of the random packing ( ∼0.64),

the packing efficiency of the main body increases with the external

shell shedding, as shown in the lower-middle frame of Fig. 10 . In

this case, the variations in the packing efficiency may not appro-

priately represent the internal deformation. By tracking the local

packing fraction of the external shell, we observed that the defor-

mation and the surface shedding almost occur at the same time,

and are both triggered by the redistribution and flow of particles

in this shell. 
.1.4. Polydisperse packing configuration (PP1) 

The previous models were constructed using monodisperse par-

icles, which is a very idealized situation. This and the following

ases use polydisperse aggregates. We constructed our first poly-

isperse packing model (PP1) using particles whose radii follow a

ower law with an exponent of –3 and lower and upper cutoff val-

es of 4 m and 32 m, respectively. The evolution and distribution of

he stress states behave in a similar manner to the RCP configura-

ion, as shown in Figs. 12 and 13 . The orientations of the strong

orce chains also gradually align parallel to the rotation axis dur-

ng the spin-up process. However, compared with the RCP model,

he fraction of the strong force chains is smaller and the whole

etwork appears to be highly heterogeneous in the PP1 model. An

xplanation for this is that the force chains in a highly polydis-

erse granular assembly are mainly maintained by large particles.

ig. 14 (A) shows the relation between the pressure magnitude and

he particle radius at time b (see Fig. 12 ). The pressure p p is cal-

ulated based on the stress tensor of a single particle using Eq.

15) . The majority of particles (especially the small ones) in this

olydisperse model carry less than the average load. Meanwhile,

here are a significant number of small particles subject to very

mall pressure in the interior region; these may be rattlers with

nly one contact (see the blue dots in the lower left part of Fig.

4 (A); compare the bottom frame in Fig. 12 with that in Fig. 7 —

he fraction of rattlers for the PP1 model is much higher). This

mplies that there are numerous void spaces permitting the mi-

ration of small particles in the interior region. Although the range

f movement is very limited, the variations in the contact forces

hat result from the oscillations of these smaller particles are con-

iderable. As shown in Fig. 14 (A), the magnitude of pressure for

he small particles can vary from 10 −2 Pa to 10 4 Pa. For the same

eason, the curves of p max and s max show significant oscillations

see the upper-middle frame in Fig. 12 ). Conversely, due to geo-

etric interlocking between big particles, the relative movements

etween big particles are much tinier. The range of pressure mag-

itude shrinks for larger particles, and the magnitude of pressure

ecomes inversely proportional to the particle’s distance from the

ggregate center ( Fig. 14 (A)). 

Fig. 13 (3c) and ( 3 d) show that the maximum mobilized fric-

ion angle occurs in the interior and the shape becomes more

blate when the body has been spun past its failure limit, imply-

ng the internal structure fails first. However, differing from the

CP model, surface shedding is observed in this case. The orbital

otion of the shed mass near the equatorial plane results in vari-

tions in the axis ratio b / a , as shown in the lower-middle frame

n Fig. 12 . From animations of simulation behavior, we find that

he landslide starts with some small surface particles flowing to

he equatorial region and leaving the surface. Following this, some

earby big surface particles are able to move and be shed. That

s to say, the size heterogeneity makes room for surface mate-

ial movement, while the geometric interlocking caused by the

onodispersity restricts the motion of the surface particles in the

CP model. Another possible reason to explain the surface shed-

ing behavior is the difference in shear strength between the sur-

ace and interior. The high internal packing efficiency ( ∼0.82) en-

ances the shear resistance of the interior, which may slow down

he deformation process. And the surface shear strength (reflected

n the value of the surface angle of friction), which depends on the

aterial parameters and geometric effects, would be less than the

nternal shear strength. In this case, the surface material would fail

hen the local mobilized friction angle exceeds its surface angle of

riction. Therefore, even though the interior is subject to the high-

st shear stresses, the difference in the surface and interior shear

trengths allows surface shedding to occur without significant in-

ernal deformation. 
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Fig. 11. Same as Figs. 6 and 8 , but for the RCPC simulation, with letters a–d corresponding to the specific times indicated at the bottom of Fig. 10 . 
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Using the method introduced in Section 3.3.3 , the friction angle

or the PP1 model is ∼39 ° and the spin limit against global struc-

ural failure T c ,3 = 2.53 h . Compared to the monodisperse random

acking model (RCP), the size heterogeneity and the higher pack-

ng efficiency of the PP1 model indeed improve the shear strength

f the rubble-pile structure. Note that the packing efficiency is a
unction of the size heterogeneity in this study since the specimen

s generated through a shaking process; that is, higher size hetero-

eneity leads to higher packing efficiency. In fact, asteroids in space

re naturally subject to various vibration excitations (e.g., seis-

ic shaking caused by meteorite impacts or planetary encounters)

nd size segregation within the granular materials may arise from
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Fig. 12. Same as Figs. 5, 7 and 10 , but for the PP1 simulation, with the times 

marked a–d corresponding to the stress state plots in Fig. 13 . 
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these processes ( Asphaug et al., 2001 ). Vibration-induced size sort-

ing can result in a more compacted structure. Therefore, a highly

polydisperse aggregate with a high packing fraction can serve as

an appropriate representation of a rubble-pile asteroid. Once the

actual porosity of a rubble-pile asteroid is obtained, some charac-

teristics of its particle size distribution could be inferred. From the

lower-middle frame in Fig. 12 , consistent with the internal failure

mode, the interior packing efficiency begins to decrease before re-

shaping occurs, with corresponding first and second critical peri-

ods of 2.41 h and 2.44 h, respectively. 

4.1.5. Polydisperse packing configuration (PP2) 

The size distribution of the second polydisperse packing model

(PP2) follows a power law with an exponent of –3 with lower and

upper cutoff radii of 4 m and 16 m. The evolution of this polydis-

perse packing model progresses in a manner similar to that of PP1

( Figs. 15 and 16 ). Given that its radius ratio (i.e., the ratio of the

maximum particle radius to the minimum particle radius in the

assembly) is smaller than in the previous model, the distribution

of the strong force chains is less heterogeneous in the PP2 model.

The amplitude of the stress states curves (see the upper-middle

frame in Fig. 15 ) and the span of the particles’ pressure (see Fig.

14 (C)) become narrower as well. 

As for the PP1 model, the failure of the PP2 structure is trig-

gered by internal structural deformation. As shown in the lower-

middle frame of Fig. 15 , the internal packing efficiency begins to

decrease before reshaping occurs, corresponding to first and sec-

ond critical periods of 2.41 h and 2.44 h, respectively. The angle of

friction for the PP2 model is about 38 ° with a third critical spin pe-

riod of T c ,3 = 2.54 h . These results imply that the shear strength of

the PP2 model is slightly lower than that of the PP1 model, sup-

porting the idea that the increased size heterogeneity associated

with a higher packing efficiency leads to higher shear strength. In

the current study, we only investigate the size distribution with

one plausible power law. A systematic study on the effect of size

distribution will be conducted in a further study. 
.1.6. Polydisperse dense-core configuration (PPC) 

The previous mono-density structures may not be suitable for

he majority of asteroids. As a final study case, we constructed a

i-density model with a 200-m-radius denser core using the orig-

nal PP1 configuration to investigate the effect of density hetero-

eneity. The fraction of rattlers in the denser core is significantly

ess than that of the PP1 model, resulting in a more uniform pres-

ure distribution within it ( Fig. 14 (B)). The evolutions of the stress

ariables in the PPC model are similar to those of the PP1 model

 Fig. 17 ), while the distributions are quite different ( Fig. 18 ). Dur-

ng the spin-up process, shear stresses acting on particles increase

s the centrifugal forces grow. By imposing a higher gravitational

ull among these particles, the denser core helps to ease the shear

tresses in the interior. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 18 , θmax always

ccurs in the external shell, which will fail first when θmax exceeds

he friction angle. 

The friction angle for this model is about 39 °, the same as

he PP1 model, but with a smaller third critical spin period of

 c ,3 = 2.49 h . Since the shear stress in the external shell grows

ore slowly with spin rate than that in the interior, there is a de-

ay in the onset of failure of the external shell compared to the PP1

odel. For this reason, the PPC model can be stable at a higher

pin rate. 

As expected from the distribution of the mobilized friction an-

le, the failure mode of the PPC configuration is a clear surface-

hedding mode. Different from the uniform density models, the

xis ratios begin to vary before internal deformation occurs, as

hown in the lower-middle frame in Fig. 17 , corresponding to first

nd second critical periods of 2.46 h and 2.41 h, respectively. The

ariations in the axis ratio b / a reveal the orbital motion of the

hedding mass near the equatorial plane. Since the gravitational

ulls and contact forces between particles in the low-density shell

ecome smaller, the PPC model starts surface shedding at a higher

pin period than the PP1 model. 

.2. Effect of bulk density 

Obviously, none of the six models can be stable at the current

bserved spin period of 2.26 h of the Didymos primary with the

ominal mass, 5.23 × 10 11 kg. In fact, the estimates of the mass and

ulk density of the primary are subject to a considerable error, as

ndicated in Table 1 . The actual bulk density may be as high as

730 kg/m 

3 (i.e., one standard deviation above the nominal den-

ity). The dependence of the critical spin rate �c on the bulk den-

ity ρB of a rubble pile is given as 

c = κ
√ 

4 πG ρB / 3 , (22)

here G is the universal gravitational constant and κ is a constant

hat depends on model and material properties. A higher κ indi-

ates a stronger structure. This dependence has been verified by

heoretical analyses (e.g., Holsapple, 2001; Sharma et al., 2009 ) and

s consistent with DEM simulations (e.g., Sánchez and Scheeres,

012 ). Eq. (22) shows that one way to improve the spin limit of

 rubble pile is to increase its bulk density. 

In this study, we define the critical bulk density , ρc,i 
B 

(where i = 1,

, and 3), as the bulk density for which the corresponding critical

pin period of the rubble pile is 2.26 h. In order to test the critical

ulk density for all six models, multiple simulations were run with

arious bulk densities using the nominal spin-up path and material

arameters. To be consistent with the bulk density of the Didymos

rimary in the nominal case, the bulk density ρB is calculated as

100( M a / M P ) kg/m 

3 , where M a is the total mass of the aggregate

nd M P is the nominal mass of the primary (i.e., 5.23 × 10 11 kg).

ubble-pile models with different bulk densities are achieved by

hanging M a , without changing the shape. In reality, the main un-
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Fig. 13. Same as Figs. 6, 8 , and 11 , but for the PP1 simulation, with letters a–d corresponding to the specific times indicated at the bottom of Fig. 12 . 
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ertainty in the bulk density estimate is the error on the shape,

ot the mass, which is better constrained. However, given that the

hear strength of a cohesionless body is independent of its size

 Holsapple, 2001; Hirabayashi, 2015 ), we decide to fix a reference

odel based on shape, and vary the mass, which is easier than
onstructing various shape models and can show the same effect

f the bulk density. 

Fig. 19 shows the relation between the critical spin rates and

he bulk densities for the various rubble-pile configurations we

ested. The three definitions of critical spin rates all show a square-
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Fig. 14. Distribution of pressure magnitude acting on each particle as a function 

of the particle radius at time b (see Figs. 12, 15 , and 17 ): (A) PP1 model; (B) PPC 

model; (C) PP2 model. The red line indicates the magnitude of the average pressure 

for each case. Color denotes the distance from the aggregate mass center to the 

particle center. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 15. Same as previous evolution figures, but for the PP2 simulation, with the 

times marked a–d corresponding to the stress state plots in Fig. 16 . 
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12 Note that this study only investigated monotonic spin-up paths. The same con- 

clusion may not apply for non-monotonic spin-up paths caused by the stochas- 

tic YORP effect, which may contain several spin-up and spin-down stages ( Statler, 

2009 ). History dependence may be found when the loading paths are non- 

monotonic, which is left for future study. 
root dependency on the bulk density, but with different prefactors

κ i (where i = 1, 2, and 3). The critical bulk density can be estimated

through fitting the data according to Eq. (22) . Table 4 summarizes

the critical bulk densities and the proportionality constants. As ex-

pected, the polydisperse random packing model can be stable at a

lower bulk density than the monodisperse random packing model,
nd the HCP model is capable of maintaining overall creep stabil-

ty at an even lower bulk density. We discuss the implications of

hese results in Section 5.2 . 

.3. Effect of spin-up path 

It is well known that a difference in loading rate leads to a

ifferent speed of stress-wave propagation in granular materials

 Russell et al., 2014 ). Furthermore, the tangential force and the ro-

ational torques in our contact model could be affected by the rela-

ive rotational and translational velocities of the particles as well as

he history of their contacts. Our previous study has shown strain-

ate (loading rate) strength effects and crack-propagation effects in

razilian disk tests ( Schwartz et al., 2013 ). Therefore, a substan-

ial change in the creep stability of a spinning rubble pile due to

ariations in the loading rate might be observed. Although previ-

us numerical studies on spin-up of rubble piles (e.g., Sánchez and

cheeres, 2016 ) generally ignore the effect of spin-up path by as-

uming quasi-static loading, it is necessary to investigate this ef-

ect in the current study with the aim of clarifying possible phys-

cal properties for the Didymos primary, for which the timescale

f the loading process exceeds 10 4 years ( Rubincam, 20 0 0 ). Since

he time step for an SSDEM simulation is usually on the order of

icroseconds or even less, existing processing power cannot sup-

ort a computation on such a scale even with parallel techniques.

herefore, exploring the effect of spin-up path could give the de-

endence of the spin limits on the timescale of loading, and shed

ight on the actual behavior of the asteroid over time. 

The failure mode for the six models is one of surface shedding,

nternal deformation, or a combination of both. Since the HCP con-

guration and the PP2 configuration exhibit the features of all fail-

re modes, we take these two models as representative cases for

his topic. Table 5 summarizes the parameters of spin-up paths in-

estigated in this study, for which path No. 1 is the nominal spin-

p path. 

As shown in Figs. 20 and 21 , the evolution of the maximum

obilized friction angle as a function of the spin period follows

he same trend and almost the same value before the body fails,

egardless of the spin-up path. The third critical spin period de-

uced from the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion, T c ,3 , is the same for

he different spin-up paths, as shown in Table 6 . These results hold

rue for a range of bulk densities investigated in this study. This

mplies that the stress states in a geo-statically stable rubble-pile

tructure mainly depend on its current spin state and not on how

ast the spin is increased within the range of loading rates achieved

n this study. 12 

However, the spin rate that triggers the onset of reshaping and

urface shedding or internal deformation depends on the spin-up

ath: the faster the spin rate is increased, the lower the corre-

ponding critical spin period (i.e., T c ,1 or T c ,2 ). This phenomenon

s related to the delayed mechanical response of granular materi-

ls, which has been reported in the literature (e.g., Oda, 1972; di

risco and Imposimato, 1996; Ghiabi and Selvadurai, 2009 ). Natu-

ally, the mechanical response of such materials cannot be imme-

iate. After inducing finite load increments (i.e., incremental cen-

rifugal forces in this study) within a granular assembly, the stress

istribution at the microscale changes with time and the micro-

tructural arrangement continuously adjusts. This progressive re-

onstruction with increasing stresses is mainly caused by sliding

etween particles in contact and partly caused by the rotation of
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Fig. 16. Same as previous cross-section figures, but for the PP2 simulation, with letters a–d corresponding to the specific times indicated at the bottom of Fig. 15 . 
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Table 4 

Critical bulk densities of rubble-pile models. See main text ( Section 4.2 ) for definitions of the symbols. 

Rubble-pile Model ρc, 1 
B 

(kg/m 

3 ) κ1 ρc, 2 
B 

(kg/m 

3 ) κ2 ρc, 3 
B 

(kg/m 

3 ) κ3 

HCP 2349 0.953 2269 0.970 2383 0.946 

RCP 2583 0.909 2662 0.895 3284 0.806 

RCPC 2478 0.928 2478 0.928 3077 0.833 

PP1 2388 0.945 2443 0.935 2626 0.902 

PP2 2419 0.939 2457 0.932 2662 0.895 

PPC 2469 0.930 2378 0.947 2519 0.920 

Table 5 

Summary of spin-up paths. See Section 2.3.4 for definitions of the spin-up path parameters. 

Path No. T start (h) T inter (h) T final (h) t start (s) t inter (s) t final (s) Settle-down times �t rest (s) 

1 5.0 3.0 2.26 700 70 0 0 320,0 0 0 5 70 0 0 

2 5.0 3.0 2.26 700 70 0 0 32,0 0 0 0 0 

3 5.0 4.0 2.26 700 70 0 0 32,0 0 0 0 0 

Table 6 

Critical spin periods under different spin-up paths for the HCP and PP2 models. Here ρB is the bulk density of the rubble pile. See 

Section 3 for the definitions of the critical spin periods, T c ,1 , T c ,2 and T c ,3 . 

Rubble-pile model ρB (kg/m 

3 ) Path No. 1 Path No. 2 Path No. 3 

T c ,1 (h) T c ,2 (h) T c ,3 (h) T c ,1 (h) T c ,2 (h) T c ,3 (h) T c ,1 (h) T c ,2 (h) T c ,3 (h) 

HCP 2100 2.38 2.36 2.40 2.30 2.27 2.40 2.26 2.26 2.40 

2208 2.35 2.28 2.36 2.26 2.26 2.36 2.26 2.26 2.36 

2309 2.27 2.26 2.29 2.26 2.26 2.29 2.26 2.26 2.29 

PP2 2100 2.41 2.44 2.54 2.33 2.37 2.54 2.30 2.35 2.54 

2208 2.38 2.39 2.48 2.28 2.31 2.48 2.26 2.29 2.48 

2409 2.26 2.28 2.38 2.26 2.26 2.38 2.26 2.26 2.38 

Fig. 17. Same as previous evolution figures, but for the PPC simulation, with the 

times marked a–d corresponding to the stress state plots in Fig. 18 . 
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particles, which are well modeled within our SSDEM implementa-

tion. When the shear stress is below the material shear resistance,

the vibrations of particles due to the reconstruction process are

quickly damped out, and the whole granular system reaches a new

equilibrated distribution to balance the external applied macro-
oad increments; otherwise, creep deformation gradually develops,

eading to a continual increase in the shear stress with time, until

he whole structure eventually disrupts. 

Creep motion has been observed in most sheared granular sys-

ems, and occurs at time scales of hours to days for granular ma-

erials in laboratory investigations ( Ghiabi and Selvadurai, 2009 ).

ig. 22 compares the evolution of state variables for the PP2 model

ith different bulk densities. The cases of ρB = 2409 kg/m 

3 and

B = 2610 kg/m 

3 exhibit a clear creep behavior, where the rub-

le pile can still maintain its shape without exhibiting apparent

eformation or surface shedding for a while after it has been

pun past its failure limit (recall that the friction angle of the PP2

odel is about 38 °). Assuming the timescale of the creep behav-

or is constant for a certain structure during the spin-up processes,

he macro-reconfiguration of the structure will occur at a higher

pin rate when a shorter spin-up time is applied, as shown in

able 6 . 

In addition, because of the creep behavior, some simulated bod-

es that can maintain their shapes at the end of the spin-up pro-

ess will eventually break up some time after achieving the final

pin period, T final . Since the body is forced to stay at T final after the

pin-up process, the first and second critical spin period where the

ody begins to reshape/deform are equal to T final , as seen in Table

 . In these cases, the values of T c ,1 and T c ,2 are meaningless. 

Only those cases where the body can maintain its shape with-

ut further creep motion can be regarded as geo-statically stable

ases. As shown in Fig. 22 , the case of ρB = 2811 kg/m 

3 presents

he typical behavior of a stable case, in which the internal pack-

ng efficiency and the coordination number will increase slightly

fter stopping rotational acceleration to offset the dilation caused

y the spin-up process, but then reach constant values. The un-

table behavior caused by creep deformation is also considered in

he process of determining the third critical spin period, T c ,3 (see

ection 3.3.3 ). We take the spin period where the body can be ex-

ctly stable without further creep motion as its third critical spin

eriod. 
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Fig. 18. Same as previous cross-section figures, but for the PPC simulation, with letters a–d corresponding to the specific times indicated at the bottom of Fig. 17 . 
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The above analyses reveal that the third critical spin period

nd the associated angle of friction are independent of the ap-

lied spin-up path. Therefore, the third critical spin limit obtained

n a non-real-time spin-up simulation is likely to be the actual spin

imit of the corresponding structure spun-up by the YORP thermal

ffect. This study provides a possible criterion to determine the ac-

ual spin limit. 
.4. Effect of friction resistance 

The friction resistance between particles has a significant im-

act on the material shear strength for a granular assembly, which

an also affect the spin limit of rubble-pile bodies (e.g., Holsapple,

001; Sánchez and Scheeres, 2012 ). Materials of different friction

esistance can be achieved by adjusting the shape parameter β
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Table 7 

Critical bulk density for HCP and PP2 models with different material parameters. See Sections 2.3.3 and 4.2 for the symbol defini- 

tions. 

Rubble-pile Model β = 0.3, μS = 0.5 β = 0.5, μS = 1.0 β = 0.6, μS = 1.3 

ρc, 3 
B 

(kg/m 

3 ) κ3 φ (deg) ρc, 3 
B 

(kg/m 

3 ) κ3 φ (deg) ρc, 3 
B 

(kg/m 

3 ) κ3 φ (deg) 

HCP 2430 0.937 42 2383 0.946 43 2369 0.949 43 

PP2 2952 0.850 35 2662 0.895 38 2612 0.904 39 

Fig. 19. Critical spin rates as a function of bulk density for the six rubble-pile mod- 

els: ( 1 ) the first critical spin rate (deduced from variations in axis ratios); ( 2 ) the 

second critical spin rate (deduced from variations in packing efficiency); and ( 3 ) 

the third critical spin rate (deduced from the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion). The 

dashed lines are fits to Eq. (22) for the corresponding markers with the same color. 

The horizontal green line marks the current observed spin rate of the Didymos pri- 

mary. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 20. Comparison of simulations with different spin-up paths for the HCP model 

with ρB = 2100 kg/m 

3 as a function of spin period: (A) maximum mobilized friction 

angle; (B) axis ratio c / a ; and (C) packing efficiency. The vertical red line indicates 

the value of T c ,3 for this model, which is essentially the same for all 3 spin-up 

paths. 

Fig. 21. Same as Fig. 20 , but for the PP2 model. 
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and the coefficient of static friction μS . We investigated three

sets of material parameters for this study, namely, β = 0.3 and

μS = 0.5, β = 0.5 and μS = 1.0 (the nominal material parameters),

and β = 0.6 and μS = 1.3. The HCP configuration and the PP2 con-

figuration are again taken as representative cases. 

Our simulations show that the evolution of state variables for

different material parameters follows the same trend and the same

failure mode as the nominal case, but with different critical spin

limits. Using the same procedure introduced in Section 4.2 , the

third critical bulk densities and the corresponding prefactors κ3 

for these cases were calculated, and are presented in Table 7 . As

expected, increases in the shear strength produce a lower critical

bulk density. This implies that the surface friction and rotational

resistance are also a source of creep stability. 

Comparing the differences in the friction angles and the crit-

ical bulk densities caused by the material parameters in different

models, it seems that the PP2 model is more sensitive to variations

in the material parameters. As discussed in Section 4.1.1 , the shear

resistance of HCP configurations mainly arises from geometric in-

terlocking and partly arises from the friction resistance. Compared

to the other random packing structures, the material parameters
ave a smaller impact on this HCP structure. Even without includ-

ng the interparticle friction, the friction angle of the HCP model

ould also be close to 40 ° ( Walsh et al., 2012 ). 

. Discussion 

The simulation results presented in Section 4 show the com-

lexity of the effect of configuration, and the dependence of

he critical spin limits on bulk density, spin-up path, and mate-

ial parameters. This section summarizes the implications of the

easured critical spin limits and discusses the possible physical
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Fig. 22. Evolution of the maximum mobilized friction angle, the internal packing 

efficiency, and the coordination number for the PP2 model for 3 values of bulk 

density, ρB . Path No. 2 is applied in this case. Gradual increases in the maximum 

mobilized friction angle or gradual decreases in the internal packing efficiency and 

coordination number after t final are indicators of “creep”. 

Fig. 23. The limits for the spin of self-gravitating bodies: the red curve denotes the 

theoretical upper spin limit derived by Holsapple (2007) and the blue curve denotes 

the theoretical lower spin limit given in Hirabayashi (2015) for a perfectly spherical 

body, and the symbols represent the results of our simulations. 
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13 Note that we test the creep stability of the simulated rubble pile by forcing 

it to stay at the spin period of T final (see Section 3.3.3 ). When a local region in 

the internal structure yields, the particles inside this region become mobilized and 

transfer momentum to the neighboring particles. Due to the restriction of particle 

resolution and spherical shape in a DEM simulation, the dissipative mechanism of 

particle contacts and collisions cannot balance the shear stress in these simulated 

cases, resulting in global creep deformation. However, in nature, it is possible that 

the local region where the body is about to yield can be rearranged to a configu- 

ration with higher shear strength, and would not yield to global creep. This can be 

investigated further with higher-resolution simulations and by replacing the spheri- 

cal particles with polyhedra once that capability is available for these kinds of DEM 

simulations. 
14 Both theoretical spin limits are derived using the Drucker-Prager yield criterion 

(see Footnote 8). The lower spin limit is given by Eq (17) in Hirabayashi (2015) , 

which marks the critical spin rate for a cohesionless homogeneous spherical body 

where the central region begins to fail. 
roperties of the Didymos primary and the formation mechanism

f the secondary. 

.1. Implications of the critical spin limits 

The three critical spin limits are designed to mark the starting

oints of reshaping behavior, internal deformation, and structural

ielding, as introduced in Section 3 . T c ,1 and T c ,2 can be directly de-

ermined from the evolution curves of the axis ratios and the inter-

al packing efficiency of a simulation, respectively. Although there

s no apparent relation between T c ,1 and T c ,2 , their relative magni-

ude seems to be associated with the failure mode for each config-

ration. As listed in Table 3 , T c ,2 is greater than T c ,1 for configura-

ions with an interior failure mode (i.e., RCP, PP1, and PP2), while

 c ,2 is less than T c ,1 for configurations with a surface-shedding fail-

re mode (i.e., HCP and PPC). The rule holds true regardless of the
ulk density, the spin-up path, and the material parameters (see

ig. 19 and Table 6 ). The RCPC model is an exception because the

urface shedding also trigger changes in its internal packing effi-

iency, as discussed in Section 4.1.3 . In this way, the failure mode

f a spinning rubble pile may be inferred by comparing the value

f T c ,1 and T c ,2 . 

By definition, the third critical spin period T c ,3 is the actual spin

eriod at which the body can exactly maintain a stable shape in its

urrent arrangement without further creep deformation regardless

f spin-up path. Although the value of T c ,3 is determined at the

pin state where a local region in the rubble-pile structure is about

o yield, T c ,3 also gives the global failure condition for the five ran-

om models (except for the HCP model, whose surface fails locally

rst, so landslides can reduce the surface slope, leading to a sta-

le structure, as discussed in Harris et al., 2009 ) since the starting

oint of failure in these rubble-pile models always occurs locally

nd internally ( Hirabayashi et al., 2015 ) and the initiation of local-

zed yielding can spread and lead to global disruption. 13 Therefore,

iven that the behavior of deformation or reshaping is just the me-

hanical response of granular material to structural failure, T c ,3 is

lways greater than T c ,1 and T c ,2 . 

.1.1. Spin limit analyses: comparison with continuum theory 

Associated with T c ,3 , we proposed a method in Section 3.3.3 to

etermine the angle of friction for a spinning self-gravitating gran-

lar assembly. As shown in Table 3 , a higher friction angle will

ead to a lower T c ,3 , implying a stronger structure. Several analyt-

cal methods based on continuum theory have been developed to

eveal the relation between the spin limit of a self-gravitating body

nd the material friction angle, which can be divided into two

ategories—the global-volume-averaging method (e.g., Holsapple 

0 07; Sharma et al., 20 09 ) and the method to analyze the local

tress distribution in a body (e.g., Hirabayashi, 2015 ). As discussed

n Hirabayashi et al. (2015) , the global-volume-averaging method

an be treated as an upper bound condition on the critical spin

ate (i.e., the theoretical upper spin limit ) where the structure fails

lobally, while the second method can serve as a lower bound con-

ition on the critical spin rate where only a local region reaches its

ailure condition (i.e., the theoretical lower spin limit ). And the ac-

ual critical spin rate is between the two spin limits (see Section

.2 in Hirabayashi et al., 2015 for details). 

Fig. 23 presents the scaled third critical spin limit,

c, 3 / 
√ 

4 πG ρB / 3 , (i.e., the spin-limit proportionality constant 

3 listed in Table 4 ), for our six models with the nominal material

arameters compared to the theoretical upper spin limit derived

y Holsapple (2007) and the theoretical lower spin limit given

n Hirabayashi (2015) for a cohesionless homogeneous spherical

ody. 14 As shown in Fig. 23 , the spin limit of the RCP model is

ell described by the continuum theory, while the other three

omogeneous (i.e., HCP, PP1, and PP2) models plot above the

heoretical upper spin limit. The differences between our results
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and the analytical theory are consistent with our findings that the

spin limit is sensitive to the particle arrangement in the discrete

case, which cannot be well captured in a continuum method.

Although the behavior that the macroscopic heterogeneous cases

(i.e., RCPC and PPC) that resist interior failure can maintain the

shape at even higher spin rates is in agreement with the contin-

uum theory (e.g., Hirabayashi et al., 2015 ), it should be noted that

the microscopic features of a granular assembly are extremely het-

erogeneous even though its macroscopic properties are uniform.

Compared to other configurations, the microscopic heterogeneity

of the RCP configuration is relatively low due to its monodispersity

and random arrangement (the crystallized structure of the HCP

configuration results in high heterogeneity between the surface

and internal regions), which makes its behavior a better match to

the continuum theory. 15 

Nonetheless, it is difficult to apply the analytical theory derived

for a perfectly spherical body to the detailed radar shape model

of the Didymos primary, which may also account in part for the

differences in Fig. 23 . A study on the spin limit of rubble-pile el-

lipsoids with various shapes will be the subject of future work. 

5.2. Possible physical properties of the Didymos primary 

Apart from its spectral properties and radar images, little is

known about the physical properties of the Didymos primary, es-

pecially its internal structure and particle size distribution. Assum-

ing the asteroid consists of cohesionless granular materials, some

constraints can be put on its configuration based on the current

observed characteristics. 

The first characteristic is the ability to produce the secondary. 16 

Since the mass ratio between Didymos’ secondary and primary is

believed to be less than 1%, the configuration and failure mode of

the primary should be similar to the parent body of the system.

Therefore, the primary may also be able to produce a secondary at

a certain spin state. As presented in Section 4.1 , the failure mode

of a rubble pile mainly depends on its configuration. Among var-

ious formation mechanisms of binary asteroids, the landslide and

material shedding mechanism can well explain the observed fea-

tures of those binary asteroids which have similar properties to

the Didymos system ( Walsh and Jacobson, 2015 ). Previous anal-

yses using continuum theory suggest that a self-gravitating ho-

mogeneous rubble pile will reshape and deform internally to in-

hibit surface failure and mass shedding behavior ( Holsapple, 2010;

Hirabayashi and Scheeres, 2015 ). In the six configurations explored

in this study using SSDEM, only the RCP model exhibits this pure-

deformation behavior, while the others (even those macroscopic

homogeneous models) all have the ability to produce orbiting ma-

terial in the equatorial plane through surface shedding. The incon-

sistency is due to the fact that the surface material motion and

shedding in a rubble pile are stimulated by the microscopic het-

erogeneity that is not included in the continuum methods. 

The second characteristic is the ability to be stable at the ob-

served spin rate. Although current observations cannot rule out

the possibility that the primary is still in the process of shed-

ding mass or deforming, it is useful to compare the creep stabil-

ity of different configurations. As indicated in Table 3 , the par-
15 Note that previous SSDEM simulations on slightly size-heterogeneous packings 

(e.g., Sánchez and Scheeres, 2012 , where particle sizes range from 8 m to 9 m; 

Hirabayashi et al., 2015 , where the size ratio of the largest particle to the smallest 

one is ∼1.4) also showed consistent spin limits and failure behaviors of rubble-pile 

bodies with the continuum theory, which are similar to our RCP cases. 
16 Although there are other mechanisms to form a binary system, such as reac- 

cumulation after catastrophic disruption ( Michel et al., 2001; Durda et al., 2004 ), 

the rotational-fission formation mechanism induced by the YORP effect is a bet- 

ter match to the properties of the Didymos system ( Pravec et al., 2010; Walsh and 

Jacobson, 2015 ), so it is preferred in this study. 

s  

b  

t  

(  

d  

t  

e

icle size and distribution of an aggregate have a significant im-

act on its shear strength. The HCP structure attains the highest

hear strength among the six configurations due to the geomet-

ic interlocking effect. Increasing the polydispersity and the pack-

ng efficiency can also enhance the stability of a spinning granular

ssembly. Additionally, the existence of a core with higher shear

esistance or higher density will increase the critical spin rate of

n aggregate, but via different mechanisms. For random uniform

tructures (e.g., RCP and PP1/2), the central region is subject to the

ighest shear stresses. A higher friction angle can keep the internal

ore stable at a higher spin rate by enhancing the shear strength of

he internal structure and postponing the failure point to the mo-

ent when the external shell fails, while the denser core exerts its

ffects through im posing higher gravitational pull and easing the

hear stresses in the internal core. 

As discussed in Section 4.2 , the spin limit of a rubble pile is

ssociated with its bulk density. Since the third critical spin pe-

iod can represent the actual spin period regardless of the spin-

p path (see Section 4.3 ), we take the third critical bulk den-

ity as the actual critical bulk density in the following analyses.

s indicated in Table 4 , only four models (HCP, PP1/2, and PPC)

an be stable within the uncertainty of the observed bulk density,

.e., 2100 kg/m 

3 ± 30%. The critical grain densities are 3370 kg/m 

3 ,

764 kg/m 

3 , 4056 kg/m 

3 and (3360 and 5040) kg/m 

3 for the HCP,

P1, PP2, and PPC models, respectively. Given its spectral proper-

ies, Didymos is classified as an S-type asteroid ( de León et al.,

010; Pravec et al., 2012 ). The reflection spectrum of S-type as-

eroids shows similar characteristics to that of the ordinary chon-

rites ( Gaffey et al., 1993 ), which was confirmed later in the anal-

ses of the sample of the S-type asteroid Itokawa obtained by the

ayabusa mission ( Yurimoto et al., 2011 ). Based on the grain den-

ities and porosities of various ordinary chondrites, some studies

e.g., Flynn et al., 1999; Britt et al., 2002; Carry, 2012 ) suggest

he S-type asteroids have grain densities of between approximately

100 and 3800 kg/m 

3 (see Table I in Flynn et al., 1999 and Table

 in Britt et al., 2002 ). This narrows the possible configurations to

he HCP model and the highly heterogeneous PP1 model. 

Polydisperse configurations are most reasonable according to

he current known regolith particle size distribution on asteroids

e.g., Thomas et al., 2002; Michikami et al., 2010; Sierks et al.,

011 ), which also satisfy the requirements discussed above (i.e.,

he abilities to generate a secondary and be stable with reasonable

ulk density). Given that the creep stability of a rubble pile can be

mproved with a higher internal bulk density, the PPC configura-

ion with a smaller grain density ratio is still reasonable. Through

he AIDA mission, the information about the morphology, porosity,

nd density distribution of the Didymos primary could constrain

he grain size and density distribution inside the asteroid ( Michel

t al., 2016 ); based on this, a more precise discrete model could be

uilt and its failure behavior and condition could be revealed using

he same procedure in this study. 

In general, with a material friction angle ∼39 °, the Didymos

rimary needs a significantly high density and high polydispersity

o maintain its current shape. Although adjusting the material pa-

ameters can improve the shear strength of its structure, higher

riction angles seem to be unachievable for a cohesionless asteroid

oil. That is to say, some cohesion would be required if a lower

ulk density for the asteroid is expected. Besides, the tidal pull of

he secondary on the primary will disturb its structural stability

 Sharma, 2015, 2016 ), implying the necessity of even higher bulk

ensity or the presence of cohesion. Investigation of cohesion and

he effect of the secondary is left for a follow-up study (Zhang

t al. 2017, in preparation). 
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Figure A. A particle of radius r̄ in overlap with one of its neighbors. The quantity 

x is the scalar distance between the surfaces of the two particles along the line 

that connects their centers. Note that x is exaggerated to illustrate the method; x 

typically does not exceed 1% ̄r . The dashed rectangle demonstrates the reduction in 

the volume of the particle’s Voronoi cell caused by this overlap. 
.3. A plausible binary formation mechanism 

This study reveals that surface shedding caused by rotational

nstability would occur in a macroscopic uniform granular aster-

id. Assuming the Didymos parent body has a structure similar to

he PP1 configuration, the internal region begins to deform when

xceeding the failure limit. The poles of the aggregate push in-

ards toward the center, leading to a more oblate shape. Soon af-

erward, some surface particles can no longer be constrained by

heir neighbors and trigger a landslide. These mobilized materials

ow to the equatorial region, and would be shed and leave the

steroid surface, which could re-accumulate in orbit to form the

econdary. The formation of the equatorial ridge is the result of

nternal deformation and landslides. The mechanism of deforma-

ion and mass shedding is a combination of the previous proposed

heories (i.e., Hirabayashi and Scheeres, 2015; Walsh et al., 2008 ),

hich can well explain the currently understood characteristics of

he Didymos system. 

As discussed above, we found conditions under which a rub-

le pile with the Didymos primary’s radar shape could reproduce

he current observed characteristics. How the Didymos primary ar-

ived at this shape is not simulated in this work. But, we can spec-

late that rotational stresses drove it to its present configuration,

nd may have led to the formation of the secondary. If successful,

he AIDA mission should provide insight into the dynamical his-

ory of this intriguing system. In particular, images may show the

races of landslides at latitudes between the pole and the equator.

lso, the secondary may be a rubble pile if the system is formed

y the mechanism proposed above, which can be checked thanks

o the proposed low-frequency radar instrument of the AIM space-

raft ( Michel et al., 2016 ). 

. Conclusions 

In this paper we described numerical tests to investigate the

reep stability and possible physical properties of the Didymos pri-

ary by representing it as a granular assembly. From a granular

echanics perspective, the shear strength of an aggregate strongly

epends on the arrangement and size distribution of constituent

articles and interparticle friction, which was systematically stud-

ed in this paper. We found that: ( 1 ) for assemblies with crys-

al structure, geometric interlocking caused by the arrangement of

articles is the main source of shear strength; ( 2 ) for random pack-

ngs, increased size heterogeneity can generate an assembly with

 higher packing efficiency and higher shear strength; ( 3 ) higher

nterparticle friction can keep a spinning rubble pile stable at a

igher spin rate; and ( 4 ) the failure mode of a rubble pile mainly

epends on its configuration (i.e., the arrangement, size distribu-

ion, and density distribution of particles) regardless of the bulk

ensity and interparticle friction. Our results also confirmed that

he spin limit of a self-gravitating aggregate has a square-root de-

endency on its bulk density. With a highly size-heterogeneous

onfiguration, the Didymos primary rubble-pile model can main-

ain its shape at the current observed spin rate within the uncer-

ainty of the observed bulk density. 

Furthermore, we proposed a new method to assess the spin

imit of a self-gravitating rubble pile through numerical simula-

ions. Three critical spin limits were devised to indicate the crit-

cal states triggered by variations in external shape and surface

hedding, internal structural deformation, and shear yielding, re-

pectively. The failure information (i.e., the failure spin and fail-

re mode) and strength of a rubble pile can all be inferred from

he three critical spin limits. If the first critical spin limit is larger

han the second one, the corresponding rubble-pile configuration

egins to fail internally; otherwise, the rubble pile exhibits surface-

hedding failure behavior. The third critical spin limit is deter-
ined by evaluating the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion, which also

rovides a method to assess the macroscopic material friction an-

le for a spinning self-gravitating aggregate. Since the third critical

pin limit is independent of the spin-up path, this study provides

 possible criterion to determine the actual spin limit of a rubble

ile subject to realistic slow rotational acceleration. 

The present study was intended to systematically assess the

reep stability of a spinning self-gravitating rubble pile with a re-

listic irregular asteroid shape from a granular mechanics perspec-

ive. Future studies could investigate a greater range of configura-

ions (such as a size distribution weighted by distance from the

enter of mass), explore the effect of cohesion, and extend the

ethod proposed in this study to other asteroids with different

hapes and physical properties. Regarding the proposed AIDA mis-

ion, it is important to understand the effect of the secondary on

he structural stability of the primary and the overall orbital sta-

ility, a study that is currently underway (Zhang et al., 2017, in

reparation). 
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ppendix: The variation in packing efficiency 

Considering two particles of radius r̄ in contact with each other

 Fig. A ), the variation in the volume of the particle’s Voronoi cell

aused by this contact can be approximated by 

V = π r̄ 2 x/ 2 . (A.1)

Suppose the original packing efficiency of this particle is ηp .

ith an overlap of x , the variation in its packing efficiency after

emoving this contact is 

ηp = ηp − 4 π r̄ 3 / 3 

�V + 4 π r̄ 3 / ( 3 ηp ) 
. (A.2) 

Here, the second quantity in the denominator is the volume of

he particle’s Voronoi cell, in an average sense. For a typical origi-

al packing efficiency of 0.6–0.8 and x of 1% ̄r , �ηp is on the order

http://dx.doi.org/10.13039/100000104
http://dx.doi.org/10.13039/501100001809
http://dx.doi.org/10.13039/501100000844
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of ∼0.001. Since the bulk packing efficiency for a rubble pile is cal-

culated by an averaging method, this magnitude of �ηp can also

be applied to granular systems with size distributions. 
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